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TOWN OFFICERS
Term Expires
Board of Selectmen
John L. Sherburne
Robert B. Sanborn
Joanne F. Wasson
Town Clerk;
Ruth S. Sanborn
March, 19^^
March, 19b5
March, I966
March, 19iik
Town Treasurer:
Aloysia Hickey March, 198i<-
Tax Collector:
Shirley Winslow March, 198k
Moderator:
James A. Mclntyre March, 1984
Trustees of Trust Funds
:
Albert H. Burtt March, 198^
George T. Sanborn. March, I985
Folger A. Shores March, 1986
Library Trustees:
Nancy Copeland
William E. Sanborn
George W. Owen
Ifeiren Wilkins
Linda E. Tuttle
Frederick E. Dodge
March, 1984
March, 1984
March, I985
March, I985
March, 1986
March, I986
Water Commissioners:
Charles Sanborn March, 1984
Hollis W. Ambrose March, I985
Willis Rollins, Jr. March, 1986
Supervisors of Checklist:
Warren Billings, Jr. March, 1984
Russell W. Bowden March, I986
Albert H. Burtt March, I988
Town Auditor:
Robert A. Stevens
Planning Board Members;
March, 1984
Philip Bilodeau
Frederick McGarry
Harry W. Wasson
Joseph Dubianski
David Sidmore
Robert B. Sanboni
March, 1984
March, 1985
March, 1985
Alternate
Alternate
Selectman Member
Keith Rollins
Highway Agent:
March, 1984
Term Expires
Municipal Budget Conunittee:
Roger p. Hartgen
Robert S. Farr
Rebecca C. Hutchinson
Erick Berglvind, Jr.
Joseph Stone
Jonathan C. Winslow
Geroge F. Menard
Donald R. Watts
Wadsworth Winslow, Jr.
Joanne F. Wasson
George Humphrey
March, 1984
March, 1984
March, 1984
March, 1985
March, I985
March, I985
March, 1986
March, I986
March, I986
Selectman Member
School Board Member
r
Overseer of Welfare;
Martha Southmayd March, 1984
Police
:
Paul Dewey, Chief Appointed Office
Special Police Officers:
Massad Ayoob Steven Long
Elizabeth Garczynski Russell Pallas
John Garland Earle Ray, III
Peter Lindahl Robert A. Stevens
Dog Officer:
Paul Dewey
Librarian:
Evelyn Cronyn Appointed Office
Health Officer:
Larry Erickson Appointed Office
Building Inspector:
Appt. Expires
William E. Sanborn April, 1984
Board of Adjustment:
Charles Copeland April, 1984
Thomas Fowke April, I985
Willard Whiting April, I986
Roger Mathes April, 198?
Hollis Ambrose April, I988
Rita Hutchinson Alternate
Dwight Stevens Alternate
Linda Tuttle Alternate
Conservation Commission:
Robert Farr April, 1984
Frederick McGarry April, 1984
Frances Menard April, 1984
James Mclntyre April, 1985
Winfred Hutchinson, Jr. April, I986
Werner Kiaatz April, I986
Alf Lindahl April, I986
TOWN OFFICERS
Parks and Recreation Commission:
Appt. Expires
Lana Stevens April, 1984
Richard Clark April, 1985
John Crummey April, I986
Joseph Stone April, I986
Veasey Park Commissioners:
Jolene Smith April, I98U
Kevin Fisher April, I985
Judith Clark April, I986
Cemetery Commission:
Roger C. King
Harry Wasson
Robert A. Stevens
April, 198^4-
April, 1985
April, 1986
Freeses Pond
Charles Copeland
Ronald Alie
Allen Daigle
Frederick Dodge
Robert Farr
John Siillivan
Roger King
Warren Guinan
Study Committee:
April, 198ij-
April, 198k
April, I98U
April, 198^4-
April, 1984
April, 1984
April, 1984
April, 1984
Forestry Committee:
Frederick Dodge April, 1984
Roger C. King April, I985
David Sidmore April, I986
Fire Warden:
Maurice Stevene
Fire Wards:
George F. Clark Donald F. Smith
James Alexander
OFFICE HOURS
Town Hall
Board of Selectmen:
Monday evening 8 P.M.
Office open Mon. - Thurs. 7:30 a.m. -3:30
Saturday 8 a.m. - 12 N'-n
Town Clerk:
Mon., Wed., Fri.
Monday evening
Tax Collector:
Mon. & Wed.
Thursday evening
9 a.m. - 11
5 p.m. - 7
9 a.m. - 11
7 p.m. - 9
LANDFILL HOURS:
Saturday
Sunday
Winter hours:
Saturday
Sionday
Planning Board:
8 a.m. - 5 P-m.
8 a.m. - 12 noon
11:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
8:30 a.m. - 12 noon
Third Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
(at Soldiers Mem. Bldg.)
Board of Adjustment:
Fourth Tuesday 7:30 p.m.
(at Soldiers Mem. Bldg.)
George F. Clark
Fire Chief:
Deputy Fire Wardens:
Charles Copeland Donald Martel
George F. Clark Dwight Stevens
Lewis G. Clark, Jr. William Sanborn
Warren Billings, Jr. David O'Neal
Rural District Health Representative:
Robert McGowan
Representatives to the General Court;
,j
Roger C. King
rohn L. Sherburne
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Deerfield in the County of Rockingham in said State,
liualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Deerfield Town Hall in said Deerfield, on Tuesday,
the thirteenth day of March, next at ten of the clock in the forenoon;, to act upon the
following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
The polls are to open at 10:00 A.M. and will close not earlier than 7:00 o'clock P.M.
Given under our hands and seal, this 2,5th day of February, in the year of our Lord
nineteen hundred and eighty-four.
John L. Sherburne Selectmen
Robert B. Sanborn of
Joanne F. Wasson Deerfield
A true copy of Warrant -- Attest:
John L. Sherburne Selectmen
Robert B. Sanborn of
Joanne F. Wasson Deerfield
Business articles will be taken up on March 2k, 19lik at 10:00 A.M.
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Deerfield in said County of Rockingham in said
State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Deerfield Town Hall in said Deerfield on Saturday,
the twenty-fourth day of March, next at ten of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the
following subjects:
1. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for the
purpose of rebuilding Old Center Road. Approved by the Budget Committee.
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of .$10^000 for the
purpose of rebuilding Mt. Delight Road. Approved by the Budget Committee.
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sura of $10,000 for the
purpose of repairing and reconstructing South Road. The State to contribute $20,000.
Approved by the Budget Committee.
k. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to withdraw from the
Build/Repair Bridges fund an amount not to exceed $12,000 for the purpose of meeting town
obligation of Bridge No. l4U/l09, known as Freeses Pond Dam Bridge. Approved by the
Budget Committee.
5- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the svrai of $10,000 for the
purpose of procuring Computer Equipment/Service, and authorize the withdrawal of this
amount from Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State and Local
Assistance Act of 1972. Approved by the Budget Committee.
6. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund to be used for
future Town Hall Offices and to raise and appropriate $5,000 for this fund, and authorize
the withdrawal of this amount from Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions
of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972. Approved by the Budget Committee.
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7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000 for the
purpose of repairing Pleasant Lake Sluice Way. Approved by the Budget
Committee.
d. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500
for the
purpose of repairs to the Soldiers Memorial/Library building. Approved by the
Budget
Committee
.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,000
for the
purpose of updating Deerfield's Master Plan. (Total amount for completion of project
will
be $21,000 to be raised over 3 year period.) Approved by the Budget Committee.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $93, 61^^ to
reconstruct the Freeses Pond Dam and to authorize the Selectmen to borrow this amount and
to issue notes or bonds for a period not to exceed ten years. Requires 2/3 vote by ballot.
Approved by the Budget Committee.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $93,6lU to
reconstruct the Freeses Pond Dam and to authorize the Selectmen to borrow this amount and
to issue notes or bonds for a period not to exceed ten years. . Requires 2/3 vote by ballot.
By Petition. Approved by the Budget Committee.
12. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town charges for the
ensuing year, and make appropriations of the same.
13. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to hire money in anticipation
of taxes.
lU. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to contract
for the sale of timber and other wood products from any Town Property but specifically
the properties known as McNeil Woods, Fife and Wells, and Chase lots. Cutting operations
are to be managed by a forester hired and directed by the Selectmen, who shall be reim-
bursed from the proceeds of timber and cordwood sales. All other revenues are to be
deposited to the Town general fund.
15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell the 12 acres of
commercial land purchased from Dwight 5'. Raab and described on the plan of T. W. Chesley,
Plan No. 2I+53A. as revised in December, I97U.
16. To see if the Town will vote to establish a To\m of Deerfield Rescue Squad to be
constituted as follows:
1. The Town of Deerfield Rescue Squad shall be composed of a Director of Rescue
Squad, appointed by and serving at the pleasure of the Board of Selectmen,
and such other qualified residents of the Town as may volunteer their ser-
vices and be appointed by the Director.
2. The Director and all other Toutl Rescue Squad members shall be licensed as
required by the State of New Hampshire pursuant to RSA I5I-B.
3- The Town Rescue Squad shall provide emergency medical care, not to include
ambulance service, within the Town of Deerfield and outside the Town where
appropriate in accordance with the State emergency medical service program
;inder RSA I5I-B.
h. The Board of Selectmen may adopt regulations pertaining to the operations of
the Town Rescue Squad.
17- To see if the Town will authorize and direct the Selectmen to review considera-
tions, through the Tricounty Solid Waste Management District, which may involve partici-
pation in the (Manchester-planned) Vicon Recovery Systems/citizens Utilities Co. project
or any other solid waste project, consistent with the district plan.
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18. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sell the grave sites in town
owned cemeteries.
19. To see if the Town will vote to accept sums of monies, from the following persons
for the purpose stated:
a. Two hundred dollars^ from Gus Csuka, for the care of Csuka lot in the
Morrison Cemetery.
b. Two hundred dollars, from A. Judith Yeaton, for the care of iMerrill lot -
Herbert & Mary Merrill, in the Morrison Cemetery.
20. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of $360.90 from Friends of
Rebekahs to be used as a scholarship for a graduating student from the George B. White
School and to be at least $25 each year as long as the monies last, (it shall be awarded
by the school faculty to the student who most exemplifies the principles of "friendship,
love and truth."
21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for,
accept and expend money from the State, Federal or another governmental unit or a private
source which becomes available during the year in accordance with the procedures set forth
in RSA 31:95-b.
22. To transact any other business which may legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 25th day of February, in the year of our Lord .
nineteen hundred and eighty-four.
John L. Sherburne
Robert B. Sanborn
Joanne F. Wasson
Selectmen
of
Deerfleld
A true copy of Warrant -- Attest:
John L. Sherburne
Robert B. Sanborn
Joanne F. Wasson
Selectmen
of
Deerfield
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF DEERFIEID
Actual Actual Selectmen's Budget Committee
Appropriations Expenditures Budget Recommended
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATION ,1963 19^3 198^ 198^
GENERAL GOVERNiVIENT :
Town Officers Salary i^,850.00 4,700.00 if,850.00 4,700.00
Town Officers Expenses 24,012.00 25,1^5-90 31;304.80 30,900.00
Election & Registration Expenses 1,200.00 1, 006.00 3, 400.00 3,400.00
Cemeteries 5,000.00 3,109.25 6,650.00 6,650.00
General Government Buildings 11,200.00 10,506.11 16, 600.00 16,600.00
Planning and Zoning 2,575-00 1,352-51 1,535-00 1,535-00
Legal Expenses 12,000-00 17,203-09 15,000,00 15,000.00
Advertising & Regional Association 1,557.00 1,517-15 1,^55.00 1,655-00
Office Equipment 2,200-00 1,450.00 750.00 500.00
Master Plan W 7,000.00 7,000.00
PUBLIC SAFETY :
Police Department 32,375-00 34,846-82 35,228.00 36,888.00
Fire Department 20,075.00 20,075-00 18,000-00 18,000-00
Civil Defense 1,000-00 662-11 1,000.00 1,000.00
Building Inspection 400.00 400.00 400-00 400-00
Forest Fires 1,500.00 527. 9
J
1,500.00 1,500.00
HIGHWAYS. STREETS. BRIDGES :
Town Maintenance 100,000-00 92,981.39 110,000-00 100,000.00
Road Surfacing Project 21,000.00 20,828.29 25,000-00 25,000-00
Town Road Aid .. 1,336.00 1,336-00 -0- -0-
Old Center Road W 10,000.00 10,000.00 10,000.00 10,000.00
Mt. Delight Road W 10,000.00 10,000.00 10,000.00 10,000.00
South Road W 10,000-00 10,000.00
Cotton Road Bridge Fund 5,000.00 5,000.00 10,000-00 10,000.00
Cotton Road Bridge Project 39,300.00 -0- -0- -0-
SAMITATION :
Solid Waste Disposal 15,000.00 12,365.63 l4,600.00 l4,600.00
Freeses Pond Bridge W 13,000.00 9,194.37 12,000.00 12,000.00
Bridge Fund 5,000.00 5. 000 -00 -0- -0-
HEALTH :
Health Department 7,721.00 7,747-24 8,613.25 8,613.25
Hospitals and Ambulances 9OO-OO 50O.OO 500.00 5OO.OO
Animal Control 1,300-00 1,300.00 1,300.00 1,300.00
Vital Statistics & Census 275. 00 275. 00 275. 00 275.00
Rescue Squad 45O.OO -0- 1,775.00 2,664.00
WELFARE :
General Assistance 4,000.00 8,346.46 7,000.00 7,000.00
Old Age Assistance
, 7,000.00 3,622.64 4,000.00 4,000.00
'CULTURE AND RECREATION :
Library/Soldiers Mem. Bldg. 1,500-00 -0- 2,000.00 2,000.00
parks and Recreation 6,524.00 6,571.18 7, 491-40 7, 491.40
Patriotic Purposes -Memorial/oOdlfonE 45O.OO 444.64 45O-OO 450.00
Day
:onBervation Commission 3OO.OO 3OO.OO 501.75 501-75
DEBT SERVICE :
[nterest -Long Term Bonds & Notes 1,000-00 1,500.00 1,200.00 1,200.00
Interest - Tax Anticipation Notes 10,000.00 12,000.00 12,000.00 12,000.00
PAPITAL OUTLAY:
emetery Preparation 2,500.00 2,500.00 -0- -0-
Highway Equipment Fund . 7,000.00 7,000.00 7,000.00 7,000.00
'^o lice/Fire Equipment Fund 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00
'^ader .. 80,000.00 80,000.00 -0- -0-
Raab land Purchase 50,000.00 50,000.00 -0- -0-
I
Actual
Appropriations
19B3
Knowles Land Purchase 3,000.00
Survey (Land) Town Property 5,000.00
Freeses Pond Dam W -0-
Computer Equipment/Service W, RS -0-
Town Offices F, W, RS -0-
Pleasant Lake Sluice Way W -0-
Soldiers Mem. Bldg. /Library W -0-
MISCELIANEOUS :
PICA, Retirement, & Pension Cont. 5.000.00
Insurance 17,000.00
Freeses Pond Study 2,500.00
Accelerated TEA 20,000.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 578 > 000 . 00
Actual
Expenditures
1983
3,000.00.
'300.00
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
6,511.70
22,807.75
2,477.00
20,000.00
531,631.16
Selectmen's
Budget
I98I+
-0-
-0-
93,6lU.OO
10,000.00
5,000.00
3,000.00
2,500.00
6,500.00
21,000.00
2,500.00
10,000.00
561,893.20
Less: Amoimt of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and County Taxes)
F = Trust Funds RS = Revenue Sharing W = Warrant Item
SOURCES OF REVENUE
TAXES
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Land Use Change Tax
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENL'ES
Meals and Rooms Tax ~
Interest and Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Highway Subsidy
Railroad Tax
Town Road Aid
Business Profits Tax
Reirab. a/c State -Federal Forest Land
Reimb. Forest Fire Training
Reimb. Workmens Comp. Ins. /School
Insurance Reimbursement .
Highway Block Grant
Motor Vehicle Fee Transfer
Shared Revenue
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing fees
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from Departments
Rent of Town Property
Reimb. -Traffic Control
Reimb . -Public Service Co.
Reimb. -Use of Landfill
Estimated
Revenue
1983
12,000.00
3-00
6,000.00
8,000.00
500.00
-0-
10,000.00
'7,500.00
7.000.00
23,000.00
-0-
8,906.00
5,000.00
1,000.00
100.00
l,i+00.00
-0-
3,200.00
-0-
60,000.00
1,500.00
1,600.00
1,000.00
500.00
-0-
-0-
-0-
Actual
Revenues
1983
12,iv50.00
-0-
7,^^65.59
16,851.09
1,111.83
-0-
.&.86
1,999.8U
38.60
1,771.90
6,389.68
39,8i^5.00
2,607.12
16,933-00
76,031.00
1,638.90
1,849.00
1,346.25
750.00
80.00
11.87
873.20
Budget Committee
Recommended
1984
-0-
-0-
93,614.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
3,000.00
2,500.00
6,500.00
21,000.00
-
2,500.00
10,000.00
553,637.40
310,637.88
242,999.52
Estimated
Revenues
1984
12,400.00
-0-
6,000.00
8,000.00
500.00
1,390.00
1,344.00
1,800.00
2,9^5.32
43,605.56
2,700.00
16,933.00
55,000.00
1,400.00
1,800.00
900.00
600.00
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REVENUES .;o .t.
MISCELIAWEOUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposits
Sale of Town Property
Income from Trust Funds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
TRA Note
Withdrawal from Capital Reserve
Revenue Sharing Fund
Note for Cotton Road Bridge
Surplus
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS
Estimated
1963 SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
$Land - Cxirrent Use
All other land
Buildings
Public Utilities -.Electric
TOTAL VALUATION
Less:
Elderly Exemptions
TOTAL EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED
NET VALUATION
101,200
10,743,660
35,724,940
12,930,400
$59/500,200
554,100
554.100
$56,946,100
1983 STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
AND TAXES ASSESSED
Town Officers ' Salaries
Town Officers ' Expenses
Election & Registration Expenses
Cemeteries
General Government Buildings
Planning & Zoning
Legal Expenses
Advertising & Regional Association
Equipment - Office
Police Department
Fire Department
Civil Defense
Building Inspection
Forest Fires
Town Maintenance
Town Road Aid
Mt. Delight Rd.
Road Surfacing Project
Old Center Rd.
Cotton Rd. Bridge Fund
Cotton Rd. Bridge Project
Solid Waste Disposal
Bridge Fund
Freeses Pond Bridge
Health Department
Hospitals & Ambulances
Animal Control
Vital Statistics & Census
Monitors
General Assistance
Old Age Assistance
Library/Soldiers Mem. Bldg.
Parks 8i Recreation
Patriotic Purposes/oid Home Day
Conservation Commission
Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes
Interest - Long Term Bonds & Notes
Interest - Tax Anticipation Notes
Cemetery Preparation
Highway Ey.uipment Fund
Police/Fire Eq.uipment Fund
4,850
24,012
1,200
5, 00J
11,200
2,575
12,000
1,557
2,200
32,375
20,075
1,000
4oo
1,500
100,000
1,336
10,000
21,000
10,000
5,000
39, 300
15,000
5,000
13,000
7,721
900
1,300
275
450
4,000
7,000
1,500
6,5^4
450
300
50,000
1,500
10,000
2,500
7,000
5,000
Grader ' 80,000
Raab Land Purchase 50,000
Survey Town Property (Land) 5,000
FICA, etc. 5,000
Insurance 17,000
Freeses Pond Study 2,500
Accelerated TRA 20,000
Knowles Land Purchase 3,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 628, 500
Less: Estimated Revenues and Credits
Resident Taxes 12,410
Yield Taxes 5,685
Interest & Penalties on Taxes l4,7l4
Inventory Penalties 9OO
Highway Subsidy 15,007
Railroad Tax 3
Reimb. a/c State -Federal Forest Land 1,344
School Ins. Reimb. - Workers' Comp. 1,772
Insurance Reimb. 3,402
Forest Fire Training 39
Highway Block Grant 15,932
Shared Revenue 16.933
Motor Vehicle Fee Transfer 2,607
Insurance Reimbursement 2,988
Motor Vehicle Fees 55,000
Dog Licenses 1,400
Business Licenses, Permit, Filing Fees 1,71.3
Income From Departments 844
Rent of Town Property 525
Interest on Deposits 9,000
Sale of Town Property 9,297
Proceeds of Bonds 8s Long-Term Notes 109,300
Withdrawal from Cap. Reserve -Grader
85 Freeses Pond Bridge 53,000
Revenue Sharing Fund - Grader 40,000
Fund Balance 57 . 000
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 430,615
i.et To.: . Appropriatio is 197.. 6d5
net School Tax Assessiueats 032 747
County Ta.. Assess;rieat 99 . 2p2
Total ol To.va Scnool & Couaty 1,129 Y14
DLDUCU:
Total Busi.iess Prolits Ta.^ Re.idb. 30;3?0
ADD ar Service Creuits 9,100
hDD Overlajr 2j,po4
Property Ta,.es To Be iexsea 1; 1_)7 O7O
ALLOCATION OF TAX DOLIAR
Town Scaool County
-3.09 vl3-75 vl'6^
Tax. i.?ate 4!^ c'^ per thoasaad valuatio.'i
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C0'1Pa.^TI7K STAlEi-ffiNT OF APPROPHBVTIOWS Ai\ID EXPEi'JDITURl.S FO- 19iJ3
To ..a Oi'iicera Salary
Tov/.i Oi'jticers E .pe.ses
Eitet .0.1 & ^c^j,istratior E. pe* seb
Ce.iietfcii'ies
General Qovur^iiae.it Buiidia^a
Pla i uaj_, w..d .0 lia^
LetjUi E peaset;
Aa\/ertisi.iij, & ae^io.iL;! .vssooiatioaB
E\ai:j..ieat Office
PUBLIC SAFETY:
Police Depart.:ie,:it
Fire D purt-ueiit
Civil Uefetise
Builciiu^i laspectioa
Forest Fires
HiamvAYS, STi^ETS & BRIDGES:
Tov/a .viaiute lUiice
Tovra Koac. Aid
i^oau. Surfaciiti Project
.Olci Center Rd.
Ait Deli^-,Jat Rd.
Cottoa Rd. Bridge Fund
Cotton Rd. Bridge Project
SANITATION;
Solid Waste Disposal
Bridge Fund
Freeses Pond Bridge
HEALTH:
Health Department
Ambulance
Animal Control
Vital Statistics & Census
Monitors
WELFARE:
General Assistance
Old Age Assistance
.
CULTURE AND RECREATION:
Soldiers Mem. Bldg. /Library
Parks and Recreation - Veasey Park
Meiiiorial Day/oid Home Day
Conservation Commission
DEBT SERVICE:
Interest - Long Term Notes
Interest - Tax Ant. Notes
CAPITAL OUTLAY:
Cemetery Preparation
Highway Equipment Fund
Police/Fire Equipment Fund
Grader
Raab Land Purchase
Survey Town Property (land)
MISCELLANEOUS:
FIGA/Etc.
Insurance
Freeses Pond Study
Accelerated TRA
Knowles land Purchase
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS & EXPENDITURES
-11
Appropriated
1 200 JO
':, joo.oo
il 'AOO.OO
' /rb.oo
i. iJOO.JO
1 ^^7-^u
iOO.OU
3?^>3Y;;.00
. .0,071;. 00
'. r 000.00
400.00
1 jOO.JO
iJO 000.00
1,336.00
?.\ 000.00
10,000.00
10 000.00
5,000.00
39,300.00
15,000.00
. 5,000.00
13,000.00
7,721.00
900.00
.1,300.00
275.00
i^50.oo
4,000.00
7,000.00
1,500.00
:. 6, 524. 00
U50.00
300.00
1,000.00
10,000.00
2,500.00
•7,000.00
5,000.00
80,000.00
50,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
17,000.00
2,500.00
20,000.00
3,000.00
$578,000.00
Expencieo
t/l'OO.OO
'<) 14^.90
1 006.00
3,109-^;
xo >o6.ii
1.3>'».^1
I7,i^0:>.oy
i,:5i7.i5
1 4J0.0O
34,o46.oi;
07>.oo
iiOS. 11
400.00
>27.93
92,901 39
1 336.00
dO 620. P9
10,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
-0-
12 3^5.63
=; oco.oo
9.19^-37
7,747.24
500.00
1,300.00
275 00
-0-
8,3^6.46
3,622.51+
-0-
^,571.18
444.64
300.00
1,500.00
12,000.00
2,500.00
7,000.00
5,000.00
80,000.00
50,000.00
300.00
6,511.70
22,807.75
2,477.00
20,000.00
3.000.00
$5 31, 631. lb
BAIANCE SHEET
For the Fiscal Year Ending
December 31, I983
ASSETS
C?sh on Hand
Che c Xing Account
Savings Accoiint
Checks in Transit
Unrsdeemed Taxes
Levy of I982
Levy of I98I
I/5vies of Previous Years
iT;icolle?ted Taxes
1983 Property
1983 Resident
1983 Yield
1982 Property
1982 Resident
1932 Yield
Previous Years Property
Prsvious Years Resident
Previous Years Yield
Unexpended Appropriations
Town Hall Furnace
<"-iArvey of fbwn Property
). .•
State 'of N.H. - Shared Revenue
Yield Taxes on Deposit
./J .•/..,
-•
. Of.
'lotal Assets
v;
$326,891.90
i^l3.36
$331,723-97
$ 32/195:76
19,953-53
5,093-90
$ 57,243.19
$140,415.52
1,990.00
. 460.81
-339-25
. 283.00
• 583.02
45 . 10
640.00
1,499-50
$146,256.20
$ .132 ..85
4,700.00
$ 22,886.18
6.y902.09
$ 34,612.12
$569,844.48
LIABILITIES
Unexpended S6hool Appropriation $452,747.00,
.Chomas Fowke
lebert Auto Supply
Paul Smith
Int.srnational Salt Co.
Library/Soldiers Memorial
Transferred from Revenue Sharing_
Total Liabili-feles
23.90
10.00
241.25
1,648.50
1,291.05
8,133-21
$464,094.91'
-)
$324,700
4,000
127,000
3,000
5,000
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTIES
Town Hall:
Building
Equipment & Furniture
Library: (Soldiers Memorial
Building
Equipment & Furniture
Veasey Park:
Building
Land:
Veasey Park
Freese Land
McNeil Woods
Stevens Land ^ ,.;..•_
Soldiers Memorial Lot
Town Hall Lot ' ^' r"
Chase Land
Mills Land ' '''
Lindsay Land
O'Neal Land .
Phi lbrick Lot
Flowage & Property Rights (Pleasant Lake)
Old Center Cemetery
, ...
John Sanborn Cemetery
Morrison Cemetery
Alvah B. Chase Land
William Tuttle Land
Susan Yeaton Land
Dearborn Land
Ernest Richard Land
Raab Land " ' ' .. ,
Gilbert Knowles Land
DeVries Land
Brower Land
Total Land
Fire Sub Station:
Building
Contents
Police Department:
Cruiser & Equipment
Highway Department:
Building
Equipment
Civil Defense:
Equipment
School:
Land & Building
Equipment
Total
248,900
50,000
1,000
19,000
94, 900
'., 131,000
12,400^
1,130,000
135,000
$2,285,900
Cm-rent Surplus (I983)
-!->82 Surplus
$105,7^9-57
86,222.11
STATEMENT OF REVENUE SHARING FUNDS
Balance January 1, 1983 $40,667-37
Revenue Sharing received 21,678.00
Interest earned on account lj^fe?'^§
Deposited in error 22,88d.1o
Total fxonds available $ti6,881.43
Transferred to General Fund 44,239-66
Withdrawn in error 8,133.21
Balance December 3I, I983 $34, 508. 5^
,^PORT OF THE TOWTJ CLERK
January 1, 19^33 to December 3I; 1983
1983 Motor Vehicle
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Dr.
Permits:
$i^i+21.50
^4-949. 50
5269.00
5946.00
58^2.50
7911.50
7309.00
7633.00
5^+19.00
7529.00
-jkkk.oo
6357.00
Dog Licenses:
76 Male Dogs $ i+56.00
@ $6.00
39 Female Dogs 253. 50
@ $6.50
174 Spayed or Neutered
Dogs 609.00
@ $3.50
52 Dogs @ $2.00 104.00
rate
11 Dogs^ portion 3^.90
of year
Group Licenses:
3 @ $12.00 $36.00
3 @ $25.00 $75.00
111.00
Penalties
$1.00 per month 2U7.OO
Filing Fees:
k @ $1.00
Cr.
$76,031.00
$ 1,815. i+O
4.00
$77,850.40
By Remittance to the Treasurer $77; 673. 90
Paid Dog License Fees 176.50
$77,850.40
Ruth S. Sanborn
Town Clerk
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPOi-T
SUMVIARY OF WARRANTS
PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1983
Dr.
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Yield Taxes
Total Warrants
Added Taxes:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Yield Taxes
$1,127,915.00
12,410.00
>,792.90
$1,145,117.90
Overpayments
:
a/c Property Taxes $
a/c Yield Taxes
w
Interest Collected on
Delinq^uent Property
Taxes
:
$
Penalties Collected on
Resident Taxes
179-00
990.00
892 00
2,061.00
234.03
855-^3
1,089-46
1,886.45
30.00
I 1. 916. 45
TOTAL DEBITS $1,150,184.81
Cr.
Remittances to Treasurer:
986,430.63
11,410.00
6 079.52
1,886.45
30.00
$1,005,836.60
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes $ 1,481.88
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest Collected
Penalties on Resident
Taxes
Uncollected Taxes
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Yield Taxes
TOTAL CREDITS
Dec. 31, 1983
$ 140,415.52
1,990.00
460.81
I 142,866.33
$1 150,184.81
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LEVY OF 1982
Dr.
LEVY OF PRIOR YEARS
Uncollected Taxes
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Yield Taxes
Added Taxes
:
Resident Taxes
As of Jan. 1^
$395,097-63
l>931-00
1,216.78
$398,245.^+1
$: 2ij-o.oo
1983:
Over-payments
:
a/c Property Taxes $ 812. 98
Interest Collected un
Delinquent Property
Taxes: ^ 7,812.72
Interest Collected on
Delinquent Yield Taxes 7.74
Penaltivis Collected on
Resident Taxes 96 .
$ '7.916.46
TOTAL DEBITS $407,214.85
Cr.
Remittances to Treasurer
During Fiscal Year-
Property Taxes $395,302-94
Resident Taxes 998.00
Yield Taxes 633.76
Interest Collected
Property 7.820.46
Penalties on Resident
Taxes gf^.QQ
$404,851.16
Abattments Made During Year:
Property Taxes $ 268.42
Resident Taxes^ - . 890 .
$ 1,158.42
Uncollected Taxes
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Yield Taxes
TOTAL CREDITS
Dec. 31, 1983:
$ 339.25
283.00
583-02
$ 1, 205 . 27
$407,214.85
Uncollected Taxes
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Yield Taxes
Dr.
As of Jan.
$ 524.41
682.00
2,278.19
$3,484.60
Interest Collected on
Delinquest Property
Taxes: $ 1.^4
Interest on Yield Taxes 29-48
Penalties Collected on
Resident Taxes 5 .0^
I 3^722
TOTAL DEBITS
Cr.
Remittances to Treasurer
During Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes $
Resident Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest Collected
During Year
Penalties on Resident
Taxes
9-17
42.00
752.31
31-22
5.00
$ 839.70
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes | 470.14
Yield Taxes 26.38
i~"49ST52
1, 1983:
Uncollected Taxes
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Yield Taxes
TOTAL CREDITS.
Dec. 31, 1983
$ 45 . 10
640.00
1.^99-50
$2,184-00
$3,520.82
$3,520.82
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 19^3
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes Jan. 1.
Taxes Sold to Town During Current
Fiscal Year
Overpayment
Intei^est Collected After Sale
Redemption Costs
TOTAL DEBITS
Dr.
1983
1982
$55,080.73
86. 17
1 2U3.53
63.00
$56>73.^3
Cr.
I98I
$37,300.75
3,076.06
25-00
l^op+oiTHT
19B0
$12,675-59
3-713-83
23-00
$i6,i;12.i)-2
Previous
Years
"|14-,716 72
1,580.27
6.00
1^,302.99
Remittances to Treasurer During Yeai'
Redemptions $22,971-1^ $17,3^7-22
Interest & Costs After Sale 1, 306.53 3,101-06
Unredeemed Taxes - Dec. 31, 1983 32.195-76 19.953-53
TOTAL CREDITS $56,^^73-^3 $i+0,i+01.8l
$ 9,556-12
3.736.83
3,119-^7
$16 , iJ-12 . k2
Shirley Winslow, Tax Collector
TREASURER'S REPORT
$2,7ij-2.29
1,586.27
1,97^-^ 3
$6,302.99
Balance on Hand - Jan. 1, I983
Receipts from Town Clerk
Receipts from Tax Collector
Receipts from State of W.H.
Receipts from Selectmen
Receipts from Trustees
T^evenue Sharing Ti'ansfe]-
Timber Tax Transfer
Interest from Ceitificate
Interest NOW Account
Intel est General Savings
Tax Anticipation Loan
TRA Loan
Total Receipts
Less Payments as approved by
Selectmen
Balance on Hand as of Dec. 31
$ l+5,Oil7.73
77.673.90
1,^73,87^-92
76,173-97!
26,hjk.2C
58. 180.53
52,372.87
5> 3^+0.70
5,UlJ+.7U
8-261.76
28. 3^+
i)-50,000.00
j
20,000.00 1
$2,298,8^3-72
1,967,119-75
!
$ 331,723-97
DETAILED SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS
Balance on Hand Jan. 1, I983 $ ^+5, 0^7. 73
From Town Clerk
1983 Motor Vehicle
1983 Dog Licenses
Fees Retained
' Filing Fees
$76,031.00
1,815.^+0
(176.50)
U.OO
$ 77,673-90
From Tax Collector
1981 Property Tax $
1981 Property Tax Interest
1982 -Propei-ty Tax
1982 Propeity Tax Interest
1983 Property Tax
1983 Property Tax Interest
1983 Property Tax 0^;-erpayments
1980 Resident Tax
1980 Resident Tax Penalties
1981 Resident Tax
1981 Resident Tax Penalties
1982 resident Tax
1982 Resident Tax Penalties
"esident Tax
"esident Tax Penalties
1973 Inteiest & Cost
1974 Tax Sales Redeemed
197^1 Interest & Cost
1975 Tax Sales Redeemed
1975 Interest & Cost
1978 Tax Sales Redeemed
1978 Interest & Cost
1979 Tax Sales Redeemed
1979 Interest & Cost
1980 Tax Sales redeemed
1980 Interest & Cost
1981 Tax Sales Redeemed
1981 Interest & Cost
1982 Tax Sales Redeemed
1982 Interest & Cost
1983
1983
9.17
I.7U
391+^2^89.96
7, 812 . 72
986,196.60
1,886.^5
23^-03
30.00
3-00
12.00
2.00
998.00
96.00
ll,i+10.00
30.00
142.73
184.22
173-96
268.44
231-56
721.53
420
.
94
1.568.10
617.08
9,556.12
3,736.83
17,347.22
3,101.06
22,971-14
1,306.53
-ip.
1979 Yield Tax
19.dO Yield Tax
1980 Yield Tax Interest
1982 Yield Tax
1982 Yield Tax Interest
1982 Overpayments
1983 Yield Tax
1983 Overpayments
From State of N.H.
Highway Subsidy
State & Forest Land Reirab.
Forest Fire Training
Business Profit Tax
Motor Vehicle Fee Transfer
Railroad Tax
639-18
113.13
29. kd
633-76
7-7^^
812.98
3, 22k. 09
855-^3
51,473,87^.92
39.845,67
1,999. 84
38.60
31,679-88
2,607.12
2.86
From Selectmen
Town Hall Rental $
Building Permits
Planning Board
Board of Adjustment
Police ReportB
Veasey/Landfill Permits
Philbrick Library - Librarian
Marriage License Fees
Subdivision Fees
Insurance Reimbursement
Town of Candia - use of landfill
I 76 173-97
750.00
935-00
210.25
386.10
135-00
582.00
800.00
208.00
297.00
8,161.58
873.20
Cemetery
Sale of Town Property
Pistol Permits
Reimbursement Traffic Control
Checklist
Tax Maps
Town Maps
Copies
Bad Check Fees
Cemetery Fill
Gravel Peimits
f<'ees
Police Violations
Permit
Subdivision Regulations
Zoning Ordinances
Project I.D.
Public Service Refund
3,309.25
9 297.11
72.00
80.00
15.00
32 00
26.00
67.50
15.00
10.00
50 00
63.00
50.00
15.00
6 00
9.00
7^+0
11.87
|'26,474.26
Other Income, Transfers & Loans
Trustees of Trust Funds
Revenue Sharing Transfer-
Timber Tax Transfer
• Interest NOW Account - Gen.
Interest Certificate of Deposit
Interest General Savings
Tax Anticipation Loans
TFA Loan
Total Receipts
. Aloysia Hickey
Treasurer
$58,180.53
52,372.87
5; 3^0.70
8,261.76
'?,klk.'jk
28.34
$129,598 9^
450,000.00
20,000.00
$470,000.00
$2,298,843.72
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
Rogar C. King, Selectman $
John L. Sherbiorne; Selectman
Robert B. Sanborn, Selectman
Joanne F. Wasson, Selectman
Ruth S. Sanborn, Town Clerk
Aloysia Hickey, Treasurer
Shirley Winslow, Tax Collector 1,
Robert A. Stevens, Aur^itor
Folger Shores, Trustee of Trust Funds
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES
Pitney Bowes, Postage meter rental,
supplies $
Brown & Saltmarsh, SuppJLies
Shirley Winslow, Secretary Salary 13,
New England Telephone, Service
Edi.th E. Holland, Recording fees,
plans
John Brinkler, Mileage
Roger King, Reimb., mileage
Shirley Winslow, Fees 1,
Ruth Sanborn, Fees 2,
General Binding, Bindings
Taft Business Machines, Supplies
Joanne Wasson, Postage (MBC)
Wheeler 8e Clark, Dog tags, forms
Dearfield Comm. Church, Rental of
machine
Deerfield Comm. Center, Collating
Town Report
Gilbert Knowles, Option to purchase
land
David Sidmore, Tax map copies
Shirley Winslow, Mileage, supplies
U. S. Postal Service, Postage
U. S. Postal Service, Box rental
Equity Publishing Corp., RSA's
Homestead Press, Notices
Ver Com Inc
.
, Copy paper
Ed^.rard Howard, Probate fee
Paul Brown, Assessment updates
Tom-Ray Office Supply, supplies
Treas., State of NoH., Supplies
Albert Burtt, Notorizing tax sale
Folger Shores, Postage
Real Data Corp., Transfer index
Kopy Komer, Assessment booklet
Northeast Document Center, Microfilm
returned
Little Newspapers, Inc., Ad -prop. sale
Union Leader Corp., Special town
meeting notice
The Hilton at Merrimack, Tax Coll.
convention
175-00
750.00
600.00
i+75.00
600.00
600.00
175.00
225.00
100.00
George Walsh, Typewriter repairs 53-00
N. H. Municipal Assoc, Seminar, conf. 92-50
Treas., State of N.H., Appeals chg. 93-51
N.H. Tax Coll. Assoc, Registration fee 10.00
Jones Office Equip., Typewriter repair 1+9-30
Branham Publishing Co., Reference books 30-50
Ruth Sanborn, Reimb., Meeting, postage I99.16
Joanne Wasson, Reimb., Supplies
John Brinkler, Updating tax maps
5.U5
6OQ.OO
$25,145.90
700.00
223.50
i
280.12 !
048.00 I
861.07
!
532.50
I
15-64
I
69-21
I
1+06.50
I
723.00
j
33-92 I
1+12.93
'
15-29
I
101.36
i
1+5.00
I
800.00
100.00
125.75
51.57
900.00
7.00
200.95
19-43
316-87
3.00
770.00
38.84
189.32
5.00
6.13
23.00
423.04
ELECTION & REGISTRATION EXPENSES
Brown St Saltmarsh, Supplies $ 3I.6O
Fitzpatrict Printers, Ballots 211.65
James Mclntyre, Moderator 6O.3O
Charles Day, Asst. Moderator 50.25
Jonathan Hutchinson, Parliamentarian 16.75
Ruth Sanborn, Clerk 6O.3O
Phyllis Sanborn, Asst. Clerk 40.20
Priscilla Watts, Asst. Clerk 20.10
Jennie Owen, Election Official 33-50
Judith Sullivan, Election Official 33-50
Irene Shores, Election Official 50.25
Nettie Farr, Election Official 50.25
Robert A. Stevens, Constable 30-15
Marion O'Neal, Election Official 6. 70
Jean Carozza, Election Official 6.7O
Victor Carozza, Election Official ^-70
Thomas Linsky, Election Official 6. 70
Sandra Gassier, Election Official 6. 70
Jonathan Hutchinson, Election Official 6. 70
Jean Dubois, Election Official 6.7O
Linda Tuttle, Election Official 6. 70
Beverly Gardner, Election Official 6. 70
Brenda Gardner, Election Official 6. 70
Ginger Demers, Election Official 6.7O
Mary Csuka, Election Official 6. 70
Gus Csuka, Election Official 6. 70
Neil Maynard, Election Official 6.7O
Aloysia Hickey, Election Official 6. 70
Carol Keech, Election Official 6. 70
Albert Burtt, Supervisor of Checklist 9O.OO
Warren Billings, Jr. " " " 90.00
Russell Bowden, " " " 30.00
$ 1,006.00
32.00
32.00
37-12
163.42!
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CEMETERIES PIAMING AND ZONING
Roy DeCota, Wages $ 1,585.38
Roy LeCota, Contract - Truck, mowers 339-25
Jerry DeCota, Wages 78.75
Jeffrey Stevens, Wages 87.38
Bruce Stevens, Wages 69.88
Warwicks', Trimmer 131.^5
Robert A. Stevens, Use of Equip. 25.,00
Robert A. Stevens, Wages IO7.5O
William Rollins, Wages ^5.50
Deerfield True Value, Paint, supplies 68.37
N.H. Fence Co., Fencing-Old Center
Cemetery 570.79
$ 3,109.25
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
$ 5,658
628
1,3^2
171
208
214
25
Granite State Oil Co., Oil
Wendy Wins low. Wages
Shirley Winslow, Supplies .
N.E. Public Service Co., Service
James O'Neal, Cylinders of Gas
Bill Fowler, Book Shelves
Fletcher's Paint Works, Paint,
Supplies
National Trust, Membership fee
Granite State Oil Co., Furnace repair,
switch 102
Donald Tpmilson, Service call,suppLli©109
Deerfield True Value, Supplies I77
Walter Markson, Ash trays 3
Monarch Marketing System, Floor mats 159
Huckins Oil Co., Service, furnace
cleaning
Blue Bowl Store, Supplies
Walter Markson, Wages
Mark Tibbetts, Wages
Lighting Services, Lights, battery
Frederick Dodge, Windows
Rochester Midland Corp., Floor seal,
mop
Mark Tibbetts, Supplies
Centi'al Paper Products, Supplies
Frederick Dodge, Repairs
Union leader Corp., Ad
19
22,
140
887.
35.
216.
67.
60.
125.
23.
|io75"oS
.51
.98
.52
.69
.00
.98
.52
.00
.80
.90
.00
•33
.35
.53
15
•70
.10
.00
,00
,09
,10
,10
,00
11
REAPPRAISAL OF PROPERTY
Paul Brown, Balance of Contract $ 8,600.00
Kopy Komer, Assessment booklets 386. 16
$ 8,986.16
Philip Bilodeau, Postage $ 13*95
Union Leader Corp., Legal notices 260.36
Thomas Fowke, Postage, Box rental 120. 57
John Brinkler, Mileage 83.64
Monitor Publishing Co., Hearing noticel36.52
Rockingham County Newspaper, Notices 98. 80
Frederick McGarry, Expenses, postage 440.67
Business Data Services, Zoning ord. 65. 00
Thomas Printing & Copying, Zoning Ord. 133. 00
$ 1,352.51
LEGAL EXPENSES
Orr & Reno, Services
Sheehan, Phinney, Bass & Green,
Services
Karen Wilkins, Killed ewe
Upton, Sanders & Smith, Services
$ 1,661.45
10,780.33
75.00
4,686.33
$17,203.09
ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
N.H. Association of Assessing, Dues$ 20.00
N.H. City & Town Clerks Assoc, Dues 12.00
N.H. Tax Collectors Assoc, Dues 15.OO
N.H. Municipal Assoc , Dues 559.80
Southern N.H. Planning Comm. , Dues 910 . 35
$ 1,517.15
EQUIPMENT-OFFICE
Ver' Com Inc., Copier $1,450.00
FURNACE - TOWN HALL
Paul O'Neal, Fiimace $ 3,134.00
Huckins Oil Co., Repairing Furnace 1,017-15
$ 4,151.15
li-
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Hue Bowl Garage, Jeep & Cruiser $ 573-01
servicing
Blue Bowl Store, Supplies 50'
Euckins Oil Co.; Gas 3; 003
Equity Publishing Corp. Crimina-1 code,
Court rules 3^5'
Tbomas Printing & Copying. Printing 159'
Dunlap Photo Service, Supplies 193'
Reheoca Hutchinson, Photo service k6.
State of N.H., Radio repair 82
Kev England Telephone, Service 2,373'
Robert Assante, Wages 283
John Garland Wages 2,Ull.
Elizabeth Garczynski, Wages 2,^*^66^
Linda Young, Wages l,26l
Allan Young, Wages 32
Earle Ray, III, Wages "63
Peter Lindahl, Wages 350
Karen Garland, Wages 32
Massad Ayoob, Wages 99
David O'Neal, Wages 15
Ronald Bakios, Wages 15
Shirley Neff , Wages 97
Mary Ann Boyle, Wages 31^
Russell Pallas, Wages 20^4-
Paul Dewey, Wages lj.275
Eric Sutphen, Wages 246
james Young, Wages ^7
Beverly Greeley, Wages 132
Steven Long, Wages l4o
Paul Dewey, Salary lij-,025
Deerfield True Value, Supplies I65
Paul Dewey, Mileage, postage, tires 372
Robert Assante, Postage 1
American Locksmith Service, Device 8
Service Consultants, Cruiser service I56
Tom-Ray Office Supply, Supplies I9I
Richard Sherburne Inc
.
, Supplies 115
Amor of N.H., Supplies 155
Beerfield Auto Repair, Cruiser service 67
N.C.D.A., Evidence books 67
T.A.B. Police Dist., Supplies, equip. 6OI
Country Road Press, Cards kk-
Mikes Building & Remodeling, Repairs 126
Polj ce Magazine, Subscription 13
Martha Southmayd, J. P. Service 25
Two -Way Communication, Units, equip. 293
U. S. Postal Service, Postage 70
N.K. Association of Chiefs, Dues 10
Deerfield Market, Supplies 8^+
W.H. Law Directory, Law book I8
Alexander Chrysler Plymouth, Service 266
Apple Tree Book Store, Book 12
John C-arland, Batteries 30
Jar.:es Ellis, Repairs, Parts l48
Derry Bank &, Trust, Citizen award 25
Golden Rule Creations, Police patches 90
N.H.S.P^C.A., Laws 5
47
00
81
89
00
50
64
50
00
70
62
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
46
00
00
25
00
82
91
'55
50
,40
,48
,04
,00
99
,00
96
'50
,00
.97
,00
'37
.00
,00
'17
75
.94
'50
.00
.45
.00
.78
.00
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/j.^> .ae Bapplj Co. Pistol 155-00
' Inter, latio.ial Assoc, of Chiefs
^
Meiribership fee 35-00
'/er Com, Lie, Co^jj' Paper 72.62
Bidall Corp. ;mA polish ,. Cxcaaer 49.tj6
:
County Tire Tires, balancing IO9.3O
iHeoert Auto Supply Part 12.52
:Dura-Pri.it , I,.c., Police course 95. 00
i Epsom Siervice Cexiter, Service 10.00
Postal Instant Press. Printing 52.00
JDick Marple & Associates, Supplies 8.9O
[Village Press Supplies 33-76
IState of N.H., ...V Replacement plates 3. 00
^34,04b.02
FIRE DEPARTMEIjT
^Deerfield Vol. Fire Assoc, Inc.; $20,07^.00
Appro
.
(Firemens wages ij>276.50)
i
CIVIL DEFENSE
Con '.iiay Associates , Supplies t
Dyna Industries, Supplies
Treas.. State of N.H., Carb
P. K. Lindsay Co., Inc., Batteries
607.20
177-75
4.00
93-00
$ ab2.li
I
BUILDIKG INSPECTION
i^Williara Sanborn, Salary $
FOtffiST FI.^S
^.-Jiiiht Stevens. Training, Fire $
George Clark, Firefighting .vages
400.00
250.73
277- .-Q
! T0l"JN MAINTENANCE - SUMMEK
1
j
(Deerfield Market, Gas $
jlRay Heon, Contract v;orK
JEfeith Rollins, Contract work
i Willis Rollins., Contract .vork
iBar E.^cavatinj^, Inc., Contract i/ork
SDaniel Briggs Contract work -mowing
Cavid Keal^ vJages
Frederick Palmei-, Jr., VJages
SDaaiel Bri^^gS; Wages
jpaaiel Briiigs. Wages Mo^/ing
I
George Sanborn ,'ages - Mo./ing
jpteven Piv.'o..'arczyk, Jr., Wages
I
Keith Rollins Salary
jPeun Culvert, Culverts
i Merriam-Graves
Huckins Oil Co.
bands
Corp., Oxygen, acety-
lene, carbide tip
, Drums of oil
527.93
12.00
64tj.73
9,909.75
1,005.60
663-70
2; 947. 15
209.00
2.849.25
1,144.50
675-00
547-50
36.00
5,790-82
3.20p.'+3
301.40
959-19
Deerfield Time '/aiue. Supplies 19ti.67
Blue Bov/1 Stox-e Gas^ Supplies 6k-. Ob
Ji.iiS Sinall Engine Repair. Chai.i, etc. k69-0O
N. E. Telephone, Service I56.O6
Foster & Co., Inc., Parts o'f.^b
Keith Rollins,. Rei.nb., Supplies 16.;?:?
Barrett Pavint, materials , Hot top 3^2 . 00
Texas Refinery Corp. Chassis lube ;.:26.00
Granite Stuie Oil, Diesel fuel 1; 126. 03
B-B Chain Co., Tovj chaia. vice grip y^.UO
K.H. BitVL'ninous Co., Piinulsiou Kk-ko
'
Trustees of Trust Funds Use of Grader,
& Loader o.6?0.00 :!
I. C Reed, Blasting ^3^'^9 '
pr2 6307Hir
:
T0V7N MINTEWAWCE - WINTER
Frederick Dodge, Checking graders,
mileage $ 63'
Paul Smith, Checking graders 36.
Russell Bowden, Checking graders,
lunches >1.
Jon VJinslow, Checking graders 36;
International Salt Co., Salt ^>56l.
Marriam-Graves Corp., Oxygen, acety-
lene, nozzles 169
Blue Bowl Store, Gas, supplies 76
Keith Rollins, Contract vvork 15,511
Bar Excavating, Contract vjork 159
Ray Heon, Contract work 3,201
Jon Wins low. Contract , work 557
Willis Rollins, Contract work ^.293
Frederick Palmer, Jr., Contract work 63
Paul Smith, Contract work ll*5
Charles Colbert, Contract work ;^32
David Twombly, Contract work 3OI
Felix Gardner, Contract work I70
Richard Stevens, Weldinti, sandblasting.
painting
Frederick Paliaer, Jr., Wages
David O'rreal, Wages
Kevin ^felcDonald, Wages
Daniel Briggs, Wages
Dwight Stevens Wages
William Ecclestou, Wages
Randy Twombly, Wages
Nathaniel Archer, Wages
Janet Heon, Wages
Dana Smith, Wages
Keith Rollins, Salary
'Deerfield True Value, Supplies
N. E. Telephone, Service
Granite State Oil, Diesel
C & B Electronics, Installing 2-way
radio 3IO
Atlantic Plow Blade Co., Cutting edgeBl,709
P. K. Lindsay Co., Inc, Parts IO3
Share Corp., Supplies 27O
Hebert Auto Supply, Parts I5I
y,576
2 656
454;
76 i
1,2(37.
36.
36.
349.
67.
31.
49.
3,921.
300.
176.
3,680.
.20
00
79
00
05
.25
.2b
.96
.50
.00
.25
.yo
.00
.00
.00
.20
.50
.00
00
50
50
00
00
00
50
50
50
50
69
61
99
.00
• 72
.62
.50
.07
Nathaniel Archer, Contract work 7'^7
Ffi C. Hazelton Co., Supplies, parts 290
Deerfield Market, Gas 24
Trustees of Trust Funds, Use of Loader
& Grader 1,300
Harding Metals, Steel 88
Candia Auto Parts, Parts 48
$50,350
,02
.15
I
.00
.00 I
_38 I
75
ROAD SURFACING PROJECT
Keith Rollins, Contract work
Bar Excavating, Contract work
Willis Rollins, Contract work
N. H. Bituminous, Emulsion
Frederick Palmer, Jr., Wages
Keith Rollins, Salary .
OLD CENTER ROAD
Willis Rollins, Contract work
N-H. Bituminous Co., Emulsion
MT. DELIGHT ROAD
Keith Rollins, Contract work
Willis Rollins, Contract work
Bar Excavating, Contract work
Frederick Palmer, Jr., Wages
Daniel Briggs, Wages
Keith Rollins, Salary -
'
Penn Culvert, Culvert, bands
Blue Bowl Store, Gas
Deerfield True Value, Gas can, oil
$ 1,075.80
204.75
624.00
18,268.99
322.00
332.75
$20,828.29
$ 161.60
$10,000.00 '
$ 3,887.15
750.60
30.12
1,383.75
775.00
1,651.65
1,502.30
5.05
1^.37
$10,000.00
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COTTOW ROAD BRIDGE FUND
Trustees of Trust Funds, Appro. $ 5,000.00
SANITARY LANDFILL
Trustees of Trust Funds, Use of $ 2,100.00
Loader
Keith Rollins, Contract work 2,862.47
Willis Rollins, Contract work 111.00
Bar Excavating, Contract work 423.95
Werner Kaatz, Wages 3,355-00
Keith Rollins, Salary 5l4.07
Frederick Palmer, Jr., Wages 718.5O
Daniel Briggs, Wages 271.50
Keith Rollins, Wages 56.24
New England Telephone, Service 257-78
N.H. Elec. Co-op, Service 124.04
Deerfield True Value, Keys 1.00
Granite State Oil, Diesel 998.58
Tricounty Solid Waste, Membership fee 571. 50
$12,365.^
SOLDIERS MEMORIAL BLDG. /LIBRARY
BRIDGE FUND
Trustees of Trust Funds, Appro. $ 5,000.00
FREESES POND BRIDGE
Treas., State of N.H. Initial
Paymnet
$ 9,19^.37
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Larry Erickson, Salary $
Rural Dist. Health Council, Appro.
Newmarket Regional Health, Appro.
Larry Erickson, D-con
Lamprey River Clinic, Physical
r
150.00
6,271.30
l,300.0g
lU.OO
AMBULANCE
Raymond Ambulance, Appro.
ANIMAL CONTROL
$ 500.00
Paul Dewey, Salary $ 1,300.00
VITAL STATISTICS & CENSUS
Shirley Winslow, Wages - census
Ruth Sanborn, Vital Statistics
GENERAL ASSISTANCE
Martha Southmayd, Overseer
Rockingham County Comm. Action,
Appro
.
Mae Verrette, Rent
Huckins Oil Co., Propane
Leonard Deming, II, Legal fees
Lonald Manter, Foster Care
Public Service Co., Service
Keith Drady, Foster Care
Joseph Tropiano, Legal fees
Michael McCarthy, Legal fees
The Chase Home, Child Care
Elaine Hazzard Legal fees
Granite State Oil, Heater
Raymond Drug Store, Medicine
Raymond Ferland, Rent
$ 225.00
50.00
I 275 . 00
$ 100.00
1,053.00
160.00
111.25
li+6.59
250.00
357-67
1,375-00
lOi^.oo
37-50
3,857-50
251.62
238.3^
3.99
300.00
$ 8,3^6.4^^
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Treas., State of N.H., Assistance! 3,622.64
Deerfield True Value, Lock $
Frederick Dodge, Windows, door ^
BALL FIELD
Deerfield True Value,, Supplies $
Public Service Co., Service
.etc.Joseph Stone, Reimb.-pipe, lime,(
Louise's Sprot Shop, Home Plate
Bruce Stevens, Wages
Peter Stone, Wages
H. K. Webster, Athletic mix
Warwick's, Parts, repairs
Deerfield Market, Gas
Paul Smith, Loam, saw dust
Clarks Grain Store, Fertilizer, lime^
spreader
9-95
139-00
1U6.95
k6.k2
63.49
96.13
22.00
582.90
117.25
77.00
32.45
25-21
105 . 00
355-25
$ 1,523-10
VEASEY PARK
$
Parts, labor
Rubbish contrac
Service
Paul Osborn, Gate tender
Blue Bowl Store, Supplies
Wendy Smith, Wages
Janice LaDuke Wages
Karen Pei-ron, Wages
Deerfield True Value, Supplies
Judy Clark, Supplies
David Clock Plumbing,
Granite State Refuse,
Union Leader, Ad
Public Service Co.,
Daniel Bush, Wages
Glenda Smith, Wages
Kelly Healey, Wages
New England Telephone, Service
Carl's Septic Tank Service, Pumped
septic tank
MEMORIAL day/old HOME DAY
Hoague-Batchelder Post, Appro. $ 250.00
The Epsom Band, Concert 100.00
Jonathan Hutchinson, Reimb . -supplies 9^-^^
f 444.64
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Frederick McGarry, Mylar prints,
printing $ 100.87
N.H. Assoc, of Conservation Comm. , Dues 86.00
Environmental Law Council, Mem. fee 35-00
N.H. Assoc, of Conseivation Comm.,
meeting 6O.OO
Trustees of Ti-ust Funds, Bal. of Appro. 18.13
I 300 . 00
• 10 . 00
6.83
,746.00
597-98
588.58
52.9^
56.61
390.16
t 30.00
10.35
57-^5
576.20
375-20
361.80
112.98
75-00
,046.08
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INTEREST - LONG TEH^l NOTES
The Suncook Bank, Interest $ 1,500.00
INTEREST - TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES
The Svincook Bank, Interest $12,000.00
TEMPORARY LOANS
The Suncook Bank, Notes $it50, 000.00
CEMETERY PREPARATION
Bar Excavating, Contract work $ 20ij-.30
Keith Rollins, Contract work 11.00
Steven Piwowarczyk, Jr., Wages 36.00
Keith Rollins, Salary 112.46
Frederick Palmer, Jr., Wages 92.00
Rislove Construction Co., D-8L
Rental 3, 3OO . 00
N,H. Fence, Fencing - Old Center 1,3^0.21
$ 5,105.99
HIGHWAY EQUIPMENT FUND
Acme Glass Co., Windshield $ 256.40
Capital Tire & Rubber Co., Tires
buffed 200.00
Kelley Dist., Oil filters 10.22
R- C. Hazelton Co., Parts 77-57
Jordan Milton Machinery, Parts, serv. I69.76
Volkmann Electric, Starter I25.OO
Gilbert, Inc., Repairs kk.lj
E. W. Sleeper, Parts 278.67
Trustees of Trust Funds, Appro, bal.5,838.21
$ 7,000.00
police/fire EQUIPMENT FUND
Trustees of Trust Funds, Appro. $5,000.00
GRADER
Jordan-Milton Machinery, Grader $80,000.00
RAAB lAND PURCHASE
Dwight Raab, Land purchase $50,000-. 00
SURVEY TOWN PROPERTY
David Noyes, Surveying infomation $ 3OO.OO
SOCIAL SECURITY
Treas., State of N.H., Town share $ 6,511-70
INSURANCS
Elwell-Collishaw Ins., Insurance $ 9,055.00
N.H. Municipal Trust, Unemployment
fund
Blue Cross -Blue Shield, Premiums
American Nat'l. Ins., Salary de-
duction plan
N.H. Municipal Trust, Workers ' Comp.
N.H. Municipal Trust, Ins. Dev.fund
3,8146.
2,926.
557.
6,382.
ko.
.10
.55
.6k
,00
M
I227807-Y5
FREESES POND STUDY
Charles Copeland, Reimb
.
, Raab 0ption$ 100.00
Shechan, Phinney, Bass 8e Green, service. 27-00
Louis Cheverie, Land 500. 00
Fisher Excavating, Test pit attempt I5O.OO
Northeast Engineering 8g Const., Advance
payment 1,70Q_.()0
'$"27^7- 00
ACCELERATED 7R\
Bar Excavating, Inc., Contract work$ k,
Keith Rollins, Contract work
Willis Rollins, Contract v/ork
Clarence Davis, Contract work
David Trfombly, Contract work
Fisher Excavating, Contract work
Ray Heon,. Contract work
Keith Rollins, Salary
Frederick Palmer, Jr., Wages
Steven Piwowarczyk, Jr., Wages
Lawrence Christian, Wages
Randy Twombly, V7ages
I. C. Reed & Sons, Blasting
N.H. Bitvmiiiious Co., EmuJ-slon
Penn Culvert Co., Culvert, band
5,
2,
1,
1,
1,
11,
456
705.
532.
ko.
345.
399.
197.
771.
495.
351-
57.
90.
214.
082.
402.
93
20
30
00
70
60
07
56
CO
00
50
bo
92
56
'12
$30,242' 26
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KNOWLES PROPERTY
Gilbert Knowles, Land purchase $ 3. 000.00
PAYMENTS TO OTHER G'VERNMENT DIVISIONS
Treas., State of N.H,, Dog fees $ 186.00
Treas., State of N.H., Marriage license
fees 208.00
County Treasurer, County tax 99,-282.00
Treas., State of N.H., Adm. cost 17-56
$99,693.5^
T.RANSFER OF FUNDS
Shirley Winslow. Tax Coll., Yield $ 4,65^-70
taxes
Trustees of Trust Fimds, Sale -cem. lot 200.00
IT7553.TO
TAXES SOUGHT BY TOWN
62
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF PHILBRICK JAMES LIBRARY
RECEIPTS
Cash on Hand January 1, I983
Received from Trustees of Trust Funds
Received from Puritan Fund
Received from Keystone Custodian Fund
Received from Suncook Bank - Interest on NOW Account
Received from Deerfleld Historical Society
Received from Deerfield Woman's Club
Received from Deerfield Extension Club
Received from Huckins Oil Company - Refund
Received from Evelyn Cronyn for Lost Books
Received from Evelyn Cronyn for Overdue Book
TOTAL RECEIPTS FOR I983
LESS CHECKS ISSUED
CASH TO BALANCE DECEMBER 31, I983
$ 2,858.33
966.60
1,056.23
171.81
150.00
13.50
16.59
387.01
19.9^
2.00
$ 7, 382. in
t^, 1^81. 16
$ 2,901.25
EXPENDITURES
Salaries :
Town of Deerfield for Evelyn Cronyn-librarian 800.00
Mark Tibbetts - Janitor 681.^5
Books and Periodicals ;
Apple Tree Book Shop - Books 625.53
New Hampshire Profiles - Subscription I6.OO
Yankee Inc. - Subcription li^.25
N. H. State Library - Lost Books 33-85
Franklin Watts - Books 6iJ-.60
University Book Service - Books k6.26
National Library Service - Books 23. 4l
Mark Twain/Dura Clad - Books 35.86
Linda Tuttle - Books 18.20
Supplies and Maintenance ;
Huckins Oil Company, Inc. - Fuel Oil 288.00
Public Service Company - Electric Power I78.67
Evelyn Cronyn - Supplies ^2.75
Rochester Midland - Wax 55-1^
Linda Tuttle - Postage 4.24
Monroe Company - Fumitvire 941.45
Amoskeag Bank - Box Rent 12.00
General Book Covers - Supplies 20.83
Ross Express - Transportation 43-47
Willeys Express - Transportation 154. 96
Hlghsmith Corp. - Supplies 50.24
Art Conservation Laboratory - Estimates 33O . 00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
$ 1,481.45
$ 877.96
^ 2,121.75
4 4,481.1b
William E. Sanborn
Treas\irer for Trustees
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DEERFIELD VOLUNTEER FIFE ASSOCIATION, INC.
Annual Report of Treasurer Deerfield Volunteer Fire Association, Inc. This report
covers the period January 1, I983 through December 3I I963.
Cash on Hand, January 1, I983 $ 3,079.63
Received from:
Town of Deerfield, 1953 Appropriations $19,798-50
Deerfield Fair Association, Fire Protection 2,500.00
Volunteer Firemen, Return of Wages 276. 50
Donations Miscellaneous 3OO.OO
Insurance Payments from Firemen 50-00
Rent of Fire Hall 25-00 22,950.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS $26,029-63
Less Expenditures:
Public Service Co. of N.H. 9^7. lU
Granite State Oil Co. 2,696.17
.New England Telephone 1,-764.34
Treasurer, Town of Raymond, Dispatch Service 2,023-00
Lakes Region Fire School, Training
'
it-5.00
The Blue Bowl. Supplies 212.19
Civic Supply, Supplies 36. 10
Hebert Auto Supply, Parts 113-87
Marr Radio Corp., Parts & Service 938.26
Wright Communications, Radio & Service 8I8.OO
Form Specialists, Hose Tower Base 2^+0.00
George F. Clark, Supplies 269. 10
Labor, Fire Protection at Deerfield Fair 1,081-50
Deerfield True Value Hardware, Supplies 620.3k
Interstate Emergency Unit, Training 20.00
Conway Associates, In., Equipment 5,3^0-98
American Chemical Industries, Supplies 6hk.60
Robbins Auto Parts, Inc., Parts 68. k8
Trajac Industries, Supplies 334-31
P. K. Lindsay Co., Inc., Battery 30-50
Lumbertown, Lumber & Supplies 549.04
Rockingham County Newspapers, Advertising 22.80
Middlesex Fire Equipment Co.. Equipment 49-00
• Mann Advertising, Printing 92.00
N.H. State Firemen's Assoc, Supplies 50-00
National Fire Protection Assoc, Supplies 25.99
Warren Billings, Jr., E^iuipment 85-00
Granite State Well Drilling, Parts 289-87
Simplex Security Systems, Inc., Lock Repair l4.29
Richard Knowlton, New Roof 2,170.00
Epsom Fire Department. Donation 25-00
Fire Chief Magazine 45-00
Snap-On-Tools, Equipment 3OO-OO
Sullivan Tire Co-, Tires 402.78
Clarks Grain Store, Water Hole Fencing 98-75
Roy A- DeCota, labor on Water Holes II8.5O
Huckins Oil Co- Gasoline & Oil 473.90
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 23,055.80
Balance on Hand, December 3I, 1983 2,973-83
Less - Unexpended Water Hole Appropriation 2,375-41
Unobligated Balaace, December 3I, I983 | 598.42
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EQUIPMENT FUND
DEERFIEID VOLUNTEER FIEE ASSOCIATION, INC.
Balance in Savings Accounts, January 1, I983
Received from:
Donation, Deerfield Vol. Fire Dept. Auxiliary
Sale of Christmas Trees
Proceeds from Dances
Donations from Firemen
Donations, Miscellaneous
Interest, T. Rowe Price U. S. Treasury Fund
Interest, The "^ ncook Bank
TOTAL RECEIPTS
Less Expenditures:
Knowlton Construction, Hose Tower
Conway Associates, Inc., Hose & Adaptor
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1983
There are no over-due invoices or other obligations.
$23,9^8.58
1,000.00
1,060.25
256.00
ii5-00
105.00
9^^0.85
130-71
2,656.00
923.00
3,537.81
$27,i^86.39
3,579.00
$23,907.39
Charles M. Copeland
Treasurer
Deerfield, N.H. January 2, 198i<-
This certifies that we have examined the accounts of Charles M. Copeland, Treasurer,
and find them correct and well vouched.
Robert A. Stevens
Auditor
Town of Deerfield
William E. Sanborn
Auditor
Deerfield Volunteer Fire Association, Inc.
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Once again, our cooperative town and state forest fire prevention and control program
leads the nation in least acres burned per forest fire. Less than one-half acre per
fire statewide average.
At the town level, your Forest Fire Warden is responsible for the prevention and
control of all grass and woods fires when the ground is not snow covered.
Forest fire prevention is achieved at the town level by issuing a written permit for
every fire that is to be kindled on the ground out of doors when the ground is not
covered with snow. Each person wishing to have an outside fire must obtain this written
permit from the town Fire Warden before kindling the fire. Any person that does not
obtain a fire permit, when one is required, is violating our forest fire permit law and
is subject to a court appearance and could be fined up to $1,000 and receive a Jail
sentence of up to one year.
No fire permit will be issued between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. unless it is raining.
o'^^n^^^^^'^
^°^ ^^^^ ^^ twofold: the fire danger increses steadily between 9:00 a.m. and
2:00 p.m., then subsides to a safe level between 2:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. This happens
28-
because the sun dries out the fine fuels that are easily ignited and dries the air which
permits rapid fire spread. Also diiring this part of the day fire fighters are not
readily available in most communities so an escaped fire could bmrn longer and cause
greater damage before being suppressed.
Your cooperation in burning only when conditions are safe is greatly appreciated.
As Smokey says, "Remember, Only You Can Prevent Forest Fires!"
1983 STATISTICS
No. of Fires
Wo. of Acres
STATE
SEIECTMEN'S REPOi?!
The highlights of 1983:> as seen from the Selectmen's office, were the acquisition of
two parcels of land which carry out a recommendation in Deerfield's Master Plan that the
town "protect areas 6t natural or cultural importance."
At the March 1983 town meeting the town authorized the purchase of a tract of about
50 acres bordering on Routes ^3 and IO7 and surrounding almost the entire southwestern
portion of Freeses Pond, including the dam site. This parcel of land, located just north
of the exact center of the town, has a great potential - a portion zoned commercial may-
be sold for that piirpose; the preservation of the pond will recreate a natviral and rec-
reational area; much of the acreage may be held to meet the needs of the town as popula- -
tion increases.
A second acquisition was, in fact, a gift to the town by Gilbert Knowles, now late,
of Epsom who deeded to the town approximately 80 acres on Nottingham Road to be known as
Dowst-Cate town forest and park. A lovely wilderness area with meandering stream and
historic old mill site, it adds a conservation area to Nottingham Road which formerly had
no town owned acreage. With the establishment of an official town forest, the Board
appointed a Town Forest Commission of three: Roger King, Frederick Dodge, and David
Sidmore
.
Most recently word has been sent to the Board that the town will receive, by the will
of Gilbert Knowles, another parcel of land, about five acres, fronting on both Gate and
Nottingham Roads and surroxinding the old Gate cemetery for which Mr. Knowles has left a
$1,000 trust.
The work on expansion of Old Genter Gemetery has been very nearly completed. The one
acre purchased directly behind the old portion of the cemetery has been graded and fenced
and in 1984 will be seeded and surveyed for sale of lots.
The Freeses Pond Bridge, to be constructed mainly with state and federal aid money,
has been let to contract and work is planned for early in 1984. This is the bridge
located over the Lamprey River near the outlet and dam of Freeses Pond.
The Selectmen wish to extend their appreciation to the "Grader Gommittee" - Russell
Bowden, Jon Winslow, Frederick Dodge and Paul Smith - for the many hours put into inves-
tigating equipment needs for the highway department. Their recommendation resulted in
the purchase of a new Caterpillar road grader which was delivered in the summer of '83
and proved invaluable in the road construction and repair of this year.
The town authorized a three year TRA plan for I983 and this money was spent on extend-'
ing the Mount Delight road westward from the corner near Haynes Road. This was an ex-
pensive project with blasting of ledge necessary and replacement of a large culvert on
Nicholls brook. Work on Old Genter Road was continued a distance of six tenths of a
mile with plans for further work in the direction of Griffin Road for 1984. Many roads
were shimmed and sealed during the year although funds did not stretch to cover all
projects planned.
TPA (town road aid) became a thing of the past during I983 as the State switched to
a different method of funding towns for road work. We shall no longer receive TRA as
such but shall receive a "Highway Block Grant Aid" replacing previous grants.
A new source of highway aid will be requested in 1984 for Deerfield's class II road.
The State has funds available on a two to one matching basis for repair and reconstruc-
tion of these roads . Deerfield ' s class II road extends from Butlers Corner westward on
South Road to Middle Road and then along Middle Road to the Allenstown line. The warrant
for 1984 will contain an article for the town to raise $10,000, the state to contribute
$20,000 for work on this road.
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The town meeting approved a warrant ai-ticle to have certain tO/zn owned lands surveyed.
David Sidmore is currently working on this project and we expect the work be continued
in 198^4-.
An order, in October, from the State Board of Land and Tax Appeals for Deerfield to
reassess all the taxable property in the to^'/n in I'^dk will create a considerable extra
burden of work for the selectmen's office and for the town assessor and will result in
a change in most property valuations for 198^. This will not be reflected in your June
tax bill as this bill is simply an estimate based on one half of the previous year's
figure but will be in effect for the fall tax billing. Deerfield had a complete reass-
essment in 1982 which was received with little local criticism. State authorities, how-
ever^ considered it to be unacceptable because of the high "coefficient of dispersion."
The town has been ordered to bilng properties into line with a proportionate evaluation
of all properties whether land or buildings. This will mean higher valuations on land,
though it may affect buildings little or none.
During the year many problems in the town hall became evident - the need to revamp
the electrical system, parts of which dated from the 1930 's; a settling back foundation;
miscellaneous but numerous small items, and the need to install an access to the build-
ing to accomodate the handicapped. These needs will be met or planned in I98U.
John L. Sherburne
Robert B. Sanborn
Joanne F. Wasson
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE
The MBC has met with Selectmen and the School Board regarding their 1984 budgets.
Open hearings have been held on both budgets and the MBC ' s recommended budgets have been
given to the Board of Selectmen and the School Board.
This year the biggest item in the Selectmen's budget is the Freeses Pond Dam expen-
diture of $93,6l4. It is the intent of the MBC to approve this article presented both
by the Selectmen and by Petition, so that it can appear on the floor' of the Town Meeting
•and be enacted on by the voters. The balance of the Selectmen's budget showed very few
changes being made by the MBC.
Faced by three areas in which no real fiscal control can be maintained i.e. High
School tuitions, Special Education, and Supervisory Administration Unit 53 expenses,
the School Budget shows an overall increase of approximately 15.7?^ increase over the
1983 budget. The actual mnnlng of the inhouse programs of the G. B. White School
reflects an 8.5^ increase over last year.
Joe Stone
Chairman
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
Chief Paul H. Dewey Cpl. Elizabeth Garczynski
Lt. Earl Ray III Officer Peter Lindahl
Sgt. John Garland Officer Russell Pallas
Sgt. Massad Ayoob Officer Steven Long
Burglaries, criminal mischief and theft continue to be the biggest problem within the
-town. Burglary loss for the year was in excess of $28,000. Theft loss was slightly over
$8,000, and loss due to vandalism or criminal mischief was $5^070. Crimes of violence
increased slightly over last year, as indicated on the following page.
Pleasant Lake and the Deerfield portion of Northwood Lake continue to lead the way in
burglaries. Both of these areas are difficult to patrol and are isolated enough from
view to offer relatively easy pickings for thieves. I983 saw some unique burglaries in
that some took place while people were within the house sleeping. One way Deerfield
citizens can help reduce these types of crimes is to be a little more aware of who comes
and goes in yo\ir area. Don't be afraid to call the Police Department if you think some-
thing is going on. You will note that the criminal mischief rate doubled this year over
labt year. This is mostly due to a group of individuals who smashed 35 mail boxes in one
night. Each case is a separate offense. The clearance rate for criminal cases this year
i3 in the area of k6fjo. This is slightly down from last year.
The traffic statistics fairly well speak for themselves. As usual, the main cause of
accidents in Deerfield is speeding. As is indicated, more summons were issued and less
warnings. Traffic laws will be enforced even more in 1984. There will be a concentrated
effort in Deerfield, as there is in other areas, to get the drinking driver off of the
road. Two arrests have been made this year already, as of l/'i/Qk.
I wish to thank the citizens of Deerfield for the cooperation rendered the Police
Department
.
Paul H. Dewey
Chief of Police
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CRIMINAL ACTIVITY
TYPE OF CRIME OR ACTIVITY
DOG OFFICER REPORT
1983 saw fewer complaints than in I982 and 198I. More people licensed their dogs
this year (333)^ but there are still many people who have not bothered to license their
dogs^ or give them the necessary immunizations against Parvo and/or Rabies.
All unlicensed dogs found in 1984 will be impounded and the owner cited.
Many persons still allow their dog to run at large contrary to State law. Also many
persons who have licensed their dog do not place the tag on the dog's collar. This
defeats the purpose of the tags, which is to identify an animal and facilitate its
return to you.
Stray Dogs Reported 56 Dog Bite Cases 3
Nuisance 31' Animal Neglect ' . 1
Owner Found .37 Dog Killing Sheep 1
New Home Found I3 Dog Killing Chickens '3
Sent to SPCA 1 Wild Dogs 1
Escaped Kennel 2 Dog in Trap 1
Taken from Kennel 3 Dogs Killed by Car k..
Persons Arrested for Violations 5
Loose Goat 1
Loose Horses k
Horse Hit by Auto .2
Lost Dogs 17' • • . . .
Found Dogs .11
Paul H. Dewey
Dog Officer
- PARKS AND RECREATION
BALL FIELD
Again this year our Community Ball Field was used by young and old alike. Many organ-
izations in town used the facilities, i.e. Little League, Babe Ruth, George B. White
physical education classes, intramiiral and soccer teams. Also Co -Ed Softball and many
pick up games took place this year. A first this year was the firtt annual Deerfield
Hershey Track Meet held the latter part of June. Under the expert guidance and unselfish
help of Art Connally and many other volunteers, the event was tald and our various
winners went on to the State Hershey Meet held in Concord in July.
My sincere thanks to Park and Recreation Commissioners, Lana Stevens, Dick Clark>
John Crummey and Veasey Park representative Judy Clark for another great year. To the
many volunteers who pitched in, Thank you. To Bruce Stevens our caretaker another fine
job well done
.
The highlight of the year was the second annual Old Timers baseball game held on Old
Home Day in August. It draws a large crowd and the players and fans had a tremendous
time. This year the "Newcomers" reversed last years loss and uianaged to defeat the
"Natives" k - 3. Plan now on attending the 19&^ gamej you'll enjoy it.
Joe Stone
Chairman
3h-
VEASEY PARK
As the summer of '83 set recoids for being hot and diy, Veasey Park set records of
high attendance. The holiday weekends produced scenes of Coney Island with hardly an
inch of beach space to be had^
Wendy Smith once again returned as our weekday lifeguard and very well qualified water
safety instructor. A good turnout of 73 young people participated in swim instruction
and with the help of swim aides Glenda Smith and Kelly Healey everyone accomplished many
new swimming skills.
Kevin Fisher was sworn in as a third commission member this year replacing retiring
Dick Marquis.
This past summer, for the first time the beach had a lifeguard on duty for a full
7 days each week. Danny Bush \>ffl.s our vreekend lifeguard this past summer and did an
excellent job, especially with the very high attendance. New also this past summer was
extending the park guards position to cover the i)ark until closing each evening, Jan
Laduke and Karen Perron shared this position this year and did an excellent job of keep-
ing the park clean and trouble free.
The police department was very helpful whenever they were called upon and made Veasey
Park a daily check in point each day.
lyfeny thanks must be given to the many volunteeis who pitched in again this year to
help put Veasey Park in condition for the summer season. The list is long, headed by
BSA Troop I38 of Deerfield for raking and debris cleaning, the Bilodeau, King, and Claik
families for grass cutting, raking and debris removal, Dick Guyette foi- securing 3 new
fireplaces and a repairable picnic table free for us and John Scott Sherburne for pick-
ing up and delivering them to the park. Also to Jim Foss and Glenda Smith foi- putting
some much needed cuprinol on the picnic tables and bath house. There were a few un-
knowns who also pitched in while we were working and to them thanks also.
We are fortunate here in Deerfield to have a facility such as this available for our
use and the commission wishes to thank all those who enjoyed the beach this past svunmer
for showing care and respect of the park. Looking forward to another warm and sunny
season.
Jolene Smith ,v
Kevin Fisher
Judy Clark
OLD HOME IaJEEKEWD
The Old Timers Dance held Satu] day night and the Horse Shoe Pitching Contest weie the
new events added to the I983 Old Home Weei-iend. These events, along with the favorites •
aid Timers Baseball, 3.3 mile Road Run Frog Jiimping, Water Balloon Toss Town Parade,
Children s Treasure Hunt and the Leaky Drum Contest, back this year by popular demand,
contributed to the successful weekend of events for old and new residents of Deeifield.
Old Home Day activities rejuvinated in 1979 by Willis i^ollins, Jr. have grown in the
last 5 years to be a two -day event attracting all ages of the Deerfield community. Each
year special invitations are sent to past residents of Deerfield to urge their partici -
pation.
The 1983 Old Home Weekend Committee included Howie Maley, Mark Tibbetts, Jack Hutch-
inson, Suzie Sherburne, Jim County Fobin Talkowski, Bob McGowen, Jack Sullivan, Bob
Stevens, Dan Briggs, Ntery Co\inty, and Walt bferkson. These and many, many others, indi-
viduals as well as Deer-field organizations, contributed to the planning and implemen-
tation of the Weekend events . The committee always v/elcomes new ideas and individuals
to help plan the weekend. Join us in 198Ui
Febecca Crosby Hutchinson, Chairperson
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REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Consej*vBtion Commission held eight monthly meetings^ generally on the first Monday
of the month at 7:45 p.m. at the Deerfield Library. Some of the more significant activ-
ities of the Commission included the following:
The Commission sponsored and supported^ what has now become an annual event, a Warrant
Article which states that the Town supports the adoption of a returnable container system
for the State of New Hampshire. This Article was passed.
The Commission also sponsored an Article calling for the more stringent clean air
legislation to reduce or eliminate acid rain.
Two additional articles the Commission had sponsored, establishing a Town Forest and
authorizing the Commission to manage the Forest were withdrawn due to a possible conflict
with the acquisition of the Dowst-Cate property on Nottingham Road and the desire of the
Board of Selectmen to manage the Town Forest themselves.
Two of the members attended the annual meeting of the New Hampshire Association of
Conservation Commissions held in Manchester in November. The members listened to presen-
tations on wet lands, open space, and Town roads.
Commission member Joseph Brown declined reappointment to the Commission following
several terms of membership on the Commission. Joe had worked hard on the Commission
and for the Town and his presence will be missed.
The Selectmen appointed two new members to the Commission in April, Win Hutchinson
of Birch Road and Fran Menard of Nottingham Road.
The Commission was fortunate to be able to work with the senior forestry class at
UNH in preparation of a reprot on four Town-owned parcels of land. The parcels inves-
tigated were: Lindsay Woods off Raymond Road; McNeil Woods on Blakes Hill Road; the
Wells lot off Mt. Delight Road and the Chase lot off Ridge Road Extension. The report
investigated the potential for timber harvesting, recreational uses, and wildlife poten
tial on each of these four parcels . The Commission hopes to work with the Junior high
class at the George B. White School in implementing some of the recommendations contained
in the report for the Lindsay property. The total cost to the Town for this report was
only $250.
A map of major Town-owned parcels of land was prepared by the Commission and was on
display at the I983 Town Meeting. The Commission hopes to update that map for the 198^4-
Meeting.
Frederick J. McGarry
Chairman
REPORT OF THE PIANNING BOARD
The Planning Board held a total of 22 public hearings for subdivisions. The I6
subdivision approvals resulted in the creation of 39 new lots. The Board collected over
$500 in fees, nealy equaling its operating expenses during the year.
The Board voted to reelect Philip Bilodeau, Chairman; Frederick McGarry, Secretary;
Joseph Dubianski and David Sidmore, Alternates; and John Brinkler, Representative to
the Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission.
The majority of the Board voted to recommend five revisions to the zoning ordinance
at the 1983 Town ^feeting. All five articles passed. These changes consisted of:
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1. Temporary use of mobile home during construction or reconstruction of a
resi^^ftoe.
•' 2. Rezoning of the westerly corner of the intersection of Routes 107 and ^3
from residential to commercial.
3. Definition of a public way to conform with State Statutes. This will
require approval of the Board of Adjustment to obtain a building permit
on a road closed subject to gates and bars.
k. Reference compliance with Site Plan Review Regulations for non-residential
uses in the zoning ordinances.
5. Minor editorial changes in the regulations. .
The Board in its 198^4- budget is recommending raising $7,000 to begin a three year
program of updating the Town's Master Plan. This is necessitated by the passage by
tLo State Legislature of a revision in the laws governing planning and zoning. These
revisions outline what a Master Plan must consist of. The Town's Master Plan does not
fully comply with those requirements and \mless the Plan is brought into compliance,
we face the real possibility of losing any legal challenge to the zoning ordinance.
T;-.e Town could wait until we were challenged and possibly lose a court case. This
would delay expending the money for the Master Plan for several years. This approach
has several drawbacks; l) the cost of the plan will probably increase over the next
few years; 2) if the court challenge was lost, the Town would have to pay the costs of
defending and losing this challenge; and 3) the Town would likely have to prepare the
'Kaster Plan immediately after the unsuccessful court case, to keep the zoning ordinance
in effect.
The Planning Board urges the Town to give full consid.eration to the proposed Master
Plan article.
. ."• .>' "
Frederick J. McGarry
Secretary
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Board of Adjustment serves as a kind of appeals board on the Zoning Ordinance.
By S-late law the Board has five members on staggered terms and may have up to five
svom alternates - we have three at the present time.
In order to be heard by the Board of Adjustment, an application is required from the
administrative officer or board that refiised a permit or proposed action by an applicant.
The back of the form requires a signature by the Building Inspector, or the Selectmen,
or the Planning Board and should state what part of the Zoning Ordinance is in question.
Once the application is received, properly filled out as per instructions-oh thg" form.
\rlth. fees and mailing costs, a Public Hearing will be scheduled.
'""^
Hearings are nonmlly held on the fourth Tuesday of the month.
Applications are needed 15 days, prior to allow for publication of notices and noti-
fication of abuttors
.
In 1983 the Board held public bearings on eight variance -requests. All of these- were-
granted; several with stipulations and conditions on the proposed use.
If you have experience' or interest in Zoning and would like to be - considered-as" an
alternate or member of the Board of Adjustment please contact the Board of Selectmen's'
Office.'- ..^^.
... -^ Charles Copeland, Chairman
T^ Thomas Fowke, Clerk
•
—
<^ .
PHILBRICK-JAMES LIBRARY REPORT ^>v$
For the year ending December 3I, I983 ' ^^ 't^-
Number of books in Library December 3I, 1982 #39?;'
Number of books added during 1983
ADULT
Purchased 5^
Donated 11
TOTAL S5
JUVENILE
Purchased h^
Donated 28
TOTAL 77
TOTAL lifp
Number of books in library December 3I, 1983 6,534
Number of books loaned in I983
ADULT 1,911
JUVENILE 1,^37
TOTAL 3,348
Niimber of magazines loaned in I983 105
Number of records loaned in 1983 7
Number of new cards issued in I983 l45
Cash on hand January 1, I983 $13.24
Receipts 73'51
SUB TOTAL 86.75
Less Expenses 73.32
TOTAL ON HAND $13.43
The Philbrick-James Library gratefully acknowledges gifts and donations in 1983 by
the following:
Nancy Copeland, Jerry WiUmert, Kay and John Williams, Karen and Fred Wilkins, Marty
and George Humphrey, Tom Linsky, Mrs. Emma Hogan, Don Tomilson, Bill and Bonnie Cotie,
Jenny Cotie, Rachel and Roger Bloomfield, Sue and Ron Thomas, Roger Williamson, Helen
Cicchetto, Sue and Jon Larsen, Deerfield Garden Club, Deerfield Woman's Club, Deerfield
American Legion Auxiliary, Connie Ambrose, Sylvia Clifford, Carol and Chuck Lobdell,
Susan and Steve Omand. And to all anonymous donations as well.
Evelyn F. Cronyn
Librarian
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RURAL DISTRICT HEALTH COUNCIL, INC. REPORT
The Rural District Health Council, Inc. has a dynamic, highly qualified professional
staff of nurses, physical, occupational and speech therapists, and social workers. The
professional staff is complimented by experienced home health aides, who provide warm,
-compassionate care to those they serve. Nursing staff members make home visits to persons
recently discharged from hospitals, nursing homes, rehabilitation centers and to those who
have developed health problems at home. In addition to assessing the over -all health needs
a person may have at a given time, the nurses may provide direct services such as dressings,
injections, administration of certain medications or may teach a family member to give the
medication. There is a nurse available 2h hours a day, 7 days a week. Nurses may also
change catheters, help families arrange necessary medical follow-up, arrange for and
coordinate ordered therapy, social worker, and aide services.
The office duties- are performed by an experieiKred and -efficient.administrative' .
^assistant.
Thfe therapy- or rehabilitation staff inclusive- of physical., occupational, and speecii.
.
ther^jists.,,..assist those with physical. disabilities to_regaia-jmxiHium functioas. Range. -
of -lao.tlon exercises, gait--- training., instructions and supervision of "patients, tn transfex:"-
• activities -axe- among tte-a<d;iTd.ties-caxried-out byjthe;.:^^
:
The occupational therapist' teaches per&ons daily tasks that most oi us take "for-- "
granted. Skills needed to -carry out-dxessing, eating and^ other necessaryTfunctionsrSome-^
times- have' to be Telearned, Fine coordination activities and energy conservation aeasures
are areas- in~which the .occupational therapist works to assist those vith respiratory'
dysfunctions^-or~energy limitetions.- . - .,.. ..
~ _ ;
-"
The speech therapist has much to offer the person with functional limitations. -.,
Diseases such as Parkinsons, M.S., and strokes can effect communicating skills, eating. '.'
habits, swallowing abilities and energy levels. Assessments carried out by the speech
therapist can result in a plan -of care, that includes regular exercises to strengthen -•-'-•
weakened facial muscles and structures involved in the respiratory process, assisting
disabled persons to be able to command assistance through the telephone to draw attentioir...
.
to the fact -that help is needed are responsibilities--of the speech therapist. With the
loss- of speech as may occur with post-brain, traima releaming speech patterns and help- .
ing individuals. re -estaiilish thinking are important speech therapist priorities.- --'...
The medi<:al social worker have a vital role in assisting families with acute or
pending crisis. Often times they may help yoving families with parenting skills and also
"'"
help the elderly with seeking financial aide,- food stamps, fuel assistance,- etc..
Home health aides are vital members of the health care team and quickly become help-~.-
ful member of families where personal care assistance is need.ed. Health aides perform
...those tasks that a family member might be taught to perform. Bathing, dressing, ambula-
"tion, range of motion under the direction of the therapist are all tasks home health
aides perform. One of the most- important things they provide is their caring presence."
They are able to assist families until they are capable of resuming total responsibilities.
These are direct services provided to all residents of the nine towns served by the RuraL^
-District Health Council. Many of these services are covered by Medicare, Medicaid and
third party insurance. However, services are not refixsed to anyone regardless of ability —
^
to pay, A request for payment according to ability "to pay is accepted-
Grant monies and town appropriations are received to help with payments; also State
'
Council on Aging and United Way funds. A bequest to the Council may be made either for
j
unrestricted use in furthering the general purggse of the Rural District Health Council
!
or for such special or restricted purposes as tfte donor may desire. All gifts to the
agency are deductible for estate and income "tax purposes. The Board of Directors would
[like to thank the family of George and Helen Slack for the bequest granted the agency
I -39-
from the estate.
The Rural District Health Coiincil also provides a maternal child health program to
all member towns. This includes children from 0-6 years of age. Physical examinations,
immunizations^ growth and development, counseling, and as appropriate referrals are made
to other community and state agencies for direct service or for counseling in parenting
skills as needed. The agency also provides immunizations for school children through
the school nurses.
The agency has an elderly maintenance health program provided in the senior centers.
This program includes health counseling of medications, monitoring blood pressure, weight
checks and diet teaching for weight loss. This year flu clinics were added and found to
be a great success.
This year the agency is anticipating an increase in services with decreased reim-
bursement from Medicare and Medicaid, due to the new diagnosis related groups systems.
The^Board of Directors voted to increase the per capita cost by .15^, a result of $3-25
per capita for fiscal year 1984.
During the past year the Council has made for your town 13^ nursing visits, 212
home health aide visits, and 84 therapy visits. There have been 13 child. health home
visits and 78 children laave attended the child health clinics.
Anyone interested in additional information or needing service may call the office
at 755-2202.
Ardala Eoule> R. N.
Executive Director
NEWMARKET REGIOWAL HEALTH CENTER REPORT
The Newmarket Regional Health Center completed its twelfth year of service in 1983«
The Health Center operates two medical offices, one in Newmarket and the other in Raymond,
the Lamprey River Clinic. Both facilities provide general medical care, preventive
health services, community outreach, social sen.'-ices, and short term counseling with
referral to area mental health agencies.
In 1983, Joseph Fuller, M.D., Michael Lewis, P.A.-C, Barbara Janeway, M.S.N.
,
A. R.N. P., and Anne Fawcett, A. R.N. P. The medical team also includes registered nurses,
raidical assistants and commxmity health workers. For more information, or to make a
meiical appointment, call 659-3IO6 in Nevmiarket, 895-3351 in Raymond, or toll-free in
Newmarket at I-8OO -582 -7279.
The community health workers coordinate a school health program and preventive
screening clinics to detect potential health hazards. They hold informative workshops
ai:d act as liaisons between the medical providers and patients
.
In November, I982, the Newmarket Regional Health Center initiated a Self -Care Pro-
gram for the Elderly in conjunction with the Occupational Therapy Department of the
University of New Hampshire. The purpose of this program is to enable the elderly to
stay in their home setting as well as to maintain a quality of life and independent
status within their community. The focus of the program is to provide self-care skills
oafore disability occ;irs and to anticipate problems with functional activities. Contact
Anne Fawcett, A. R.N. P. at 1-800-582-7279 for more information.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center continues to operate the Senior Citizen Trans-
portation Program. Three of the four busses are equipped with hydraulic lifts to
provide services to the handicapped. The transportation service enables senior citizens
-uo-
to remain independent, self-sufficient and active by providing the needed services,
including medical, food shopping and recreational trips. For more information, or to
arrange a ride for a senior citizen, call 6'^9-2k2k or toll-free 1-800-582-7279-
The Newmarket Regional Health Center wishes to express its deepest appreciation
for the support of the town of Deerfield.
Ann H. Peters
Executive Director
SOUTHERN NEW HAiMPSHIRE PIAWWING COMMISSION REPORT
A wide range of services, resources and technical assistance is made available to
your municipal officials through the Town's membership in the Southern New Hampshire
Planning Commission. A professional staff having diverse planning and engineering
skills, backgrounds and experiences works imder the direction of your representatives
developing and carrying out a cost-effective planning program to help meet the develop-
ment needs of your community.
Staff services provided under the Commission's local assistance program are largely
decided by the planning board and/or board of selectmen according to what they determine
are their To-;«i's planning and community development priorities. Manpower allocations
are made on the basis of the community's membersh?.p fees.
Local assistance services provided during the year included:
. Met with Planning Board members and the Building Inspector to evaluate the
Town's administration and enforcement of the National Flood Insurance Program
requirements. The evaluation indicated a need to update the Town's Subdivision
Regulations, Nonresidential Site Plan Review Regulations and Building Code
Regulations to assure continued eligibility to participate in the NFIP;
. Provided members of the Planning Board, Zoning Board of Adjustment, Board of
Selectmen, and the Building Inspector with the schedule of the Fall, I983
Municipal Law Lecture Series;
. Acting in the Town's interest, testified at Legislative hearings relative to
the recodification of the State's planning and zoning statutes, and was success-
ful in securing necessary amendments prior to the legislation's passage. As a
follow-up, submitted written comments, questions and suggestions to the N.H.
House Committee on Municipal and County Government in an effort to further
improve this important legislation during the next session^,
. Provided the Llanning Board and the Board of Selectmen with a suggested schedule
for public notices and hearings pertaining to zoning and/or building code amen-
dments, if any, to be considered by the March, 198k annual Town Meeting;
. Suggested a possible Zoning Ordinance amendment to be considered by the Planning
Board as a means of establishing policies with regard to the treatment of non-
conforming lots;
. Provided the Planning Board with an estimated cost of updating the Town's Master
Plan in order to comply with the requirements of the recodified planning and
zoning statutes which became effective on January 1, 198^+;
. Counseled the Board of Selectmen regarding the preparation of a response to the
Federal Highway Administration's proposal to include N.H. Route 101 in a national
network of highways on which tandem trailer trucks (up to a gross weight of
80,000 lbs.) would be allowed iinrestricted daily use.
Regional Planning programs and special studies, which can vary from year-to-year,
are carried out on a contractual basis depending upon the availability of other funds
which are allocated for specific projects or designated geographical areas. The sources
of these fimds may include other municipal appropriations, the Federal Highway Adminis-
tratiou, the Urban Mass Transportation Administration, the Department of the Interior,
fj/j Federal Emergency Management Agency^ etc.
Deerfield's representatives on the Commission are:
Board of Commissioners: Mr. John L. Sherbt-irne, Secretary
Mr. John S. Brinkler
Mr. Roger C. King, Alternate
Executive Committee : Mr John L. Sherburne
FREESES POND STUDjf COMMITTEE REPORT
The Freeses Pond Study Committee was established at the I98I Annual Town Meeting
and has continued with few changes in membership. Initially we worked to develop an
uud'^rstanding of the wishes of the residents of the pond area and attempted to relate
these wishes to the best interests of the Town of Deerfield. In 1982 we assisted in
negotiating a proposal for the purchase of fifty acres of land owned by Mr. Dwight Raab
which surrounded the pond on the west side of Routo IO7 and included bottom land as well
5.-i-' th3 dam area. This land was purchased by the to-vm in 1983- Present members of the
cc-mni:'.ttee are Charles M. Copeland, Chairman; Frederick McGarry^, Vice Chairman; Ronald
Alie, Secretary; Allen Daigle, Frederick Dodge, Robert Farr, Warren Guinan, Roger King
ar.d John Sullivan.
Since last spring the committee has worked to develop a plan and a cost estimate
for reconstructing the Freeses Pond Dam and to obtain the necessary state and federal
approvals required. Through the cooperation of the Board of Selectmen a contract was
mad-o with Northeast Engineering and Construction of Manchester, N.K. to provide detail-
ed plans and a cost estimate for reconttructing the dam and to obtain the required
aprirovals. This is the basis of the article appearing in the I98U warrant.
The committee fee]s that although it is not r.mr .rative that this dam be reconstruc-
x:-S'l. liranediately, there are advantages in proceeding with the project in this year. We
realize that nothing seenis to get less expensive in this day and age and it will cer-
tainly cost more to build it at a future date. Although the $93,6l4.00 estimate is a
ita,: or' expenditure, when the long lasting return to the town is considered, a cost
approximating that of a new firs truck or grader may be a reasonable expenditure. Our
corinittee feels that there 5?,ra potential savings in reconstructing this dam at the same
vime 0.3 the adjacent bridge on Route 43 which is schedulsd for rebuilding the summer.
i.t 13 felt that som.e of the matorial which would otherwise require trucking away from
th':^.. bridge site can Le utilized in the dam con!5truction with s&.vings to both projects.
When this expenditiu'e is considered in the light of the $50,000.00 spent a year
ago ici' the Raab land, it may be looked upon as excessive. However, it appears that
In the nerzr future the Selectmen wi3,l be in a position to sell the twelve acres of
.loiaroercial land included i.n the Raab property and proceeds from the sale should return
riX':.zh if not all of this money to the town.
Although the committee does not feel that it is practical to attempt to deepen the
pjn'?. at this time, the proposed plan for the new dam includes a provision to drain the
•none", in the event that it may be desirable to do this at somi; tine in the future. The
shor-nage of gravel in this area may make re. oval of accumulated humus and gravel from
t},3 bottom of the pond desirable at Eome future date.
.'-iif^ committee hopes the residents will consider this dam reconstruction on a long
range basis. By borrowing the funds required, the coist can be spread over the next few
yeurc. Some revenue can be obtained by increase in the ast^essed valuation of waterfront
property. Sale of some of the property purchased from Mr. Raab, in addition to the
r^.''^r"l?
^^^^ commercial piece, would generate offsetting funds. We feel that it is very
- ---.a in the best interest of the town to reconstruct the Freeses Pond Dam and that there
3,r;3 i/ery good reasons for going forward with this work in this year.
~k2- Charles M. Copoland, Chairman
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING, MARCH 8, 1983
Meeting called to order by Moderator James A. Mclntyre at 10:00 A.M. at the place
appointed
.
Warrant read by the Moderator, also the School Warrant.
Ballot boxes were inspected, shown to be empty and locked.
The following Election Officials were present: Ballot Clerks Mrs. Nettie Farr, Mrs.
Irene Shores Mrs. Jennie Owen and Mrs. Judy Sullivan; Moderator James A. Mclntyre,
Assistant Moderator Charles Day, Town Clerk Ruth S. Sanborn and Assistant Clerk Phyllis
F. Sanborn.
Gatekeeper was Robert Stevens.
Moderator stated all officials were sworn in. Instructions for voting were given by
the Moderator.
Polls declared open. Balloting began.
10:05 A.M. Moderator read the complete Warrant for the Annual Town Meeting, March 19th.
10:30 A.M. Polls declared closed. School absentee ballots cast.
10:34 A.M. Polls declared open.
1:57 P.M. Polls declared closed. Absentee ballots cast.
2:20 P.M. Polls declared open. ,.
Polls declared closed at 7:00 P.M. Counting of ballots began immediately.
Serving as additional ballot coimters were the following: Marion O'Neal, Jean
Carozza, Victor Carozza, Thomas Linskey, Sandra Gassier, Jonathan Hutchinson, Jean Dubois,
Linda Tuttle, Beverly Gardner, Brenda Gardner, Ginger Demers, Mary Csuka, Gus Csuka, Neil
Maynard, Aloysia Hickey and Carol Keech. These a.dditional ballot counters were sworn in
by the Moderator. .:
Resulte Of the balloting were declared by the Moderator as follows:
Regular Ballots cast 391
Absentee Ballots cast 26
Total Ballots cast i^l7
For Selectman for Three Years
'''
Joanne F. Wasson had 355 votes
Roger C. King ;' - had 17 votes
John Williams had 17 votes
Scattering -. 5 votes
and Joanne F. Wasson, having a plurality of all votes cast, was declared
elected Selectman for a term of three years.
For Highway Agent for One Year
Keith Rollins had 315 votes
Kevin Fisher had 23 votes
Paul Smith had 18 votes
Scattering 10 votes
and Keith Rollins, having a plurality of all votes_,cast, was declared elected
Highway Agent for the ensuing year.
For Overseer of Welfare for One Year •
Martha C. Southnayd had 372 votes
Scattering 1 vote
and Martha C. Southmayd, having a plxxrality of all votes cast, was declared
elected Overseer of Welfare for the ensuing year.
-h3- .-
For Trustee of Trust Funds for Three Years
Folger A. Shores had 37^ votes
and Folger A. Shores, having a plurality of all votes cast, was declared,
elected a Trustee,- of Trust Funds for a term of three years.
For Trustees of Philbrick James Library for Three Years
Frederick E. Dodge had 356 votes
Linda E. Tuttle had 339 votes
Scattering 2 votes
and Frederick E. Dodge and Linda E. Tuttle, having a plurality of all votes
cast, were declared elected Trustees of Philbrick James Library for three years.
For Water Commissioners for Three Years
Willis Rollins, Jr.
'
had 358 votes
Scattering
.
• — ^ votes jv-,,,
and Willis Rollins, Jr., having a plurality of all votes cast, was declared
elected Water Commissioner for a term of three years.
For Planning Board for Three Years
John S. Brinkler had 36I votes
Scattering 2 votes
and John S. Brinkler, havin(-> a plurality of all votes cast, was declared
elected a member, oJ^ the Planning Board for three years.
• For Municipal Budget .Committee for Three Years
George F. Menard had 299 votes,
Donald R. Watts had 297 votes
Wadsworth Winslow^ Jr. had 99 votes
John Williams had 23 votes
and George F. Menard, Donald R. Watts and Wadsworth Winslow, Jr., having a
plurality of all votes cast, were declared elected members of the Municipal
Budget Committee for three years.
For Auditor for One Year
Robert A. Stevens
" Joy Gelatt
George W. Owen
Paul Hussey
Scattering
and Robert A. Stevens, Joy Gelatt and George W. .
all votes cast, were declared elected Auditors for the ensuing year. In the
case of the tie vote between George W. Owen and Paul Hussey, the Moderator
held a drawing and the winnei- was George W. Owen.
Question 1.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would correct cross-
reference numbering currently in error).
Yes 297 No 62
Question 2.
Are you. in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would reference com-
pliance with 6ite Plan Review Regulations for non-residential uses).
Yiee 232 No IO5
Question 3.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would permit temporary
use of a mobile home during the construction of a residence.
Yes 276 No 96
-kk-
Question k.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. *< as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would revise in part
the definition of a Variance and add to the definition of a Public Right of Way the
exclusion of VI highways).
Yes 210 No 125
Question 5«
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would extend the
Commercial District to the intersection of Routes k3 and 10?.
Yes 224 No l40
DEERFIELD SCEOOL DISTRICT BALLOT
Regular Ballots cast 391
Absentee Ballots cast 2
Total Ballots cast 393
For School Board Member for Three Years
George H. Humphrey had 328 votes
For Moderator for One Year
Jonathan W. Hutchinson had 332 votes
For Clerk for One Year
Karen A. Fowler had 3kk votes
For Treasurer for One Year
Cynthia E. Tomilson had 364 votes
For Auditor for One Year
Joy Gelatt had 2k votes
Robert A. Stevens had 23 votes
Paul Hussey had l6 votes
Joy Gelatt was declared elected Auditor for the ensuing year.
Iftiren A. Fowler came forward and was sworn in as Clerk of the
Deerfield School District for one ysar by the Moderator James A. Mclntyre.
The following newly elected town officers came forward and were
sworn in by the Town Clerk in open meeting: Joanne F. Wasson, Selectmen for
three years; Keith Rollins, Highway Agent for one year; Linda E. Tuttle,
Trustee of Philbrick James Library for three years; and Robert A. Stevens,
Auditor for one year. Jonathan W. Hutchinson was sworn in as School District
Moderator for one year.
On motion of Robert A. Stevens it was voted to adjourn at 9:00 PM
A true record.
Attest:
Ftuth S. Sanborn,
Town Clerk
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ANNUAL TOWN MEETING, MARCH 19;, 1983
Moderator James A. Mclntyre called the meeting to order at 10 A.M.
Election Officials Mrs. Irene Shores and Mrs. Nettie Farr were using the checklist
at the door to check off names as people entered the hall.
Police Chief Paul Dewey warned there is a cat burglar in town; be sure all doors
have good locks.
The Moderator read the result of the Town Ballot, March 8;, I983 and also the School
Ballot.
Moderator called Roger C. King to stand and gave recognition for eighteen years
service to the Town as a member of the Board of Selectmen. The entire meeting joined in
with applause for Mr. King.
Moderator swore in Folger A. Shores as a Trustee of the Trust Funds for three years
and also swore in George Menard as a member of the Municipal Budget Committee for three
years
.
Moderator introduced those on the platform: Selectman John L. Sherburne, Selectman
Robert B. Sanborn, Selectman Joanne F. Wasson, himself Moderator James A. Mclntyre,
Assistant Moderator Charles Day, Parliamentarian Jonathan Hutchinson, Town Clerk Ruth S.
Sanborn and Assistant Clerk Priscilla Watts.
Moderator read rules of the meeting. Meeting will follow Roberts Rules of Order
as modified by the Moderator.
Non-residents seated in roped off area.
Smoking allowed in designated area only.
Instructions were given for addressing the chair, for presenting, amending and
voting on a motion, for calling for secret ballot and for obtaining assistance, if needed,
in making a motion.
Article 1 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,335 "9^
for Town Raod Aid. The State to contribute $8,906.26. Approved by the Budget Committee.
John L. Sherburne moved the adoption of Article 1 as read. Seconded by Mrs. Nancy
Guyette. It was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Article 2 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sian of
$20,000 for the purpose of making improvements on Class 5 roads within the Town, such
roads to be designated by the Selectmen. Such sum to be raised through the issuance of
bonds or notes, under and in compliance with the provisions of Chapter 235, N.H. RSA 1982,
and to authorize the Selectmen to determine the rate of interest thereon, and to take
such steps as may be necessary to negotiate such bonds or notes as shall be to the best
interests of the Town. Requires 2/3 vote by ballot. Approved by the Budget Committee.
John L. Sherburne moved the adoption of Article 2 as read. Seconded by Mrs. Nancy
Guyette. Mr. Sherburne spoke to the question. A ballot vote, was taken. Yes 111. No 1?.
Two-thirds vote by ballt was in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Article 3 . To see if the 10\m. will vote to raise and appropriate the sura of $10,000
for the purpose of rebuilding Old Center Road. Approved by the Budget Committee.
John L. Sherburne moved the Article be adopted as read. Seconded by Wadsworth
Winslow, Jr. It was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Article k . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000
for tne purpose of rebuilding Mt. Delight Road. Approved by the Budget Committee.
John L Sherburne moved the adoption of Article h as read. Seconded by Wadsworth
Winslow, Jr. It was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
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Moderator declared a five minute recess.
Meeting call to order.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $39,300
as its share toward the reconstruction of Bridge No. I61/O23 on
Cotton Road, known locally
as the cotton Road Bridge, to match State and Federal Funds and to
authorize the Selectmen
to borrow this amount and to issue notes or bonds as necessary.
Requires 2/3 vote by
'^^°JohnTXe?bSLe''L?S^?L'^rp^io^of Article 5 as read. Seonded by Alvin Upper.
Mr. Sherburne spoke to the question/then yielded to Roger King. It was
explained it
will be three to five years before work is actually started. It is closed legally
now
to anything over six ton. After general discussion a ballot vote was taken. Yes llj-
No 23. Article 5 having the necessary two-thirds vote was declared a vote in
the affirm-
ative and the motion carried.
Article 6 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw the
sum of $13,000 from the Build/Repair Bridges Fund for the purpose of meeting town obliga
-
tion of Bridge No. l4Vl09, known as Freeses's Pond Dam Bridge. Approved by the Budget
Committee
.
John L. Sherburne moved the adoption of Article 6 as read. Seconded by Wadsworth
Winslow, Jr. It was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Article 7 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $80,000
for the purpose of purchasing a new grader, and authorize the withdrawal of $ij-0,000 from
Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State and local Assistance
Act of 1972 and to further authorize the withdrawal of the other $UO,000 from the High-
way Equipment Fund. Approved by the Budget Committee.
John L. Sherburne moved the adoption of Article 7 as read. Seconded by Mrs. Nancy
Guyette. John Sherburne spoke to the question. General discussion followed and many
spoke on the Article.
William Sanborn explained that many years ago he and Howard King moved to establish
a fund that would set aside money to procure new equipment. $ij.O,000 would come from this
Highway Equipment Fund and $i4-0,000 from the Revenue Sharing Fund. The money is already
there to pay for it.
Mrs. Elaine Alexander moved the question. A hand vote was taken. It was a vote in
the affirmative and so declared. The motion carried.
Main motion put to vote. Yes 82. No kO. It was a vote in the affirmative, so
declared and the motion carried.
Article 8 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to con-
continue the Freeses Pond Study Committee and to vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,500 to pay for work previously authorized. Approved by the Budget Committee.
John L. Sherburne moved to adopt Article 8 as read. Seconded by Mrs. Nancy Guyette.
John Sherburne yielded to Charles Copeland who explained the Article. It was a vote in
the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Article 9 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the smn of $2,500
for the purpose of continuing site preparation to the Old Center Cemetery extension.
Approved by the Budget Committee.
John L. Sherburne moved the Article be adopted as read. Seconded by Robert Farr.
It was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Moderator declared a five minute recess.
Meeting called to order.
Article 10 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000
for the purpose of repairing Cotton Road Bridge and to authorize the Selectmen to tranr
'
any unused monies to the Capital Reserve Fund Build/Repair Bridges established at the
Town Meeting in I98O. Approved by the Budget Committee.
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John L. Sherburne moved the Article be adopted as read. Seconded by Robert Farr. :';t
was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motj.on carried.
V
Article 11 . To see -if the. Town will '^/ithorize the Selectmen:
a. To purchase all property owned by Mr Dwight ?. Raab in the Town of
Deerfield, more particularly described on the plan of T. W. Chenley,,
Plan No. 2^5 3A, as revised in December, 191^, for the sum of $50,000;
b. To borrow all sums necessary to complete the purchase described in
paragraph a;
c. To sell any portion of the property described in paragraph a, with
the advice and concent of the Freezes Pond Committed, and apply all
sums thereby obtained to reduce the amount of debt, mentioned in
paragraph b. Requires 2/3 vote by ballot. Approved by the Budget
Committee.
John L. Sherburne moved Article 11 be adopted as read. Seconded by Charles Copeland.
Ronald Alie moved that Article 11 a, b, and c be voted on separately. Seconded by
Donald Smith. It was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Moderator ruled the only portion requiring a 2/3 vote by ballot would be the bond
issue. Article 11 a requires a majority vote.
John L. Sherburne spoke to the question, then yie3.ded to Charles Copeland. Mr.
Copeland gave a detailed report and stated the Town will recover the high figure for lam
reconstruction through taxes in the 8th year. Ee stated it is the intention to retain a.
good section of the land for Town use. John Sherburne stated there may be grr.vel in the
area valuable for Town use. Stanley Penny asked what effect the present septic systcEJ
and wells would have on the area. Charles Copeland said he could only assume thej'- wer?
put in on an approved basis. Two members of the Study Committee are residents of the
Freeses Pond Area. Building Inspector William Sanborn asked about selling building lots
on a road that is not at least a Class 5 road. No answer. Joanne Wasson stated that
right now the only part intended for sale is the part zoned commercial - two six acre lotb.
James Shirley challenged the Moderators ruling that only Section B needs a 2/3 vote.
James Shirley moved an amendment to reconsider the previous motion and take up Sec-
tions a and b together and the 2/3 vote wcvald apply. Soconded by Wadsworth Winslcw, Jr.
Joseph Stone moved to amend the amendment by adding at the end "and to take such
steps as may be necessary to negotiate such bonds or notes as shall be to the best inter-
est of the Town." Seconded by Ronald Alie.
Vote taken on James Shirley's amendment tc take up Sections a and b together. It wa?.
a vote in the affirmative, so declar^^d and the smendment carried.
Elaine Alexander asked if she could make an am.endKent to raise tha $50,OCO in one
year. Moderator asked her not to make the amendment at this time.
Discussed were ways of raising money to buy the Lind and length of time intended to
pay it off.
Joseph Brown asked if a substitute motion would be in order. Moderator ruled no.
Elaine Alexander moved the question. James Alexander asked the Moderator to explain
the yes or no vote. Moderator stated this sets no tim;i, it is oimply to add the wordE
and to take such steps as may be necessary to negotiate su'^h l^cnds cr notes as shall bo
to the best interest of the Town. Vote to move the question was a vote in the affirma-
tive, so declared and the motion carried.
Amendment moved by Joseph Stone to raise money through bond issue with no time limit
put to vote. It was a vote in the affirmative end the amendment carried and so declared.
Back to main issue Sections a and b as amended.
Winfred Hutchinson asked what will be done with proper cy v,'I..en acquired. Jeanne Wassori
i^eplied the pond would be restored. There are 55 <^^~-^ acren, only 12 acres zoned commer-
cial. It will be for Town use, recreational, future will b'e.nefit.
Winfred Hutchinson moved to amend the Article to raise r-mcl appropriate the sum of
$50,000 to purchase the Freeses Pond property, money to be raid i;ithin one year. Seccucie;i
by George Humphrey.
legality challenged.
Moderator declared a ten minute recess.
Meeting called to order.
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Winfred Hutchinson changed his amendment to read "Such bond issues would be
payable
in a one year term and that this section be taken in an advisory
nature. George Humphrey
accepted the change.
Section a and b, as amended, put to vote. It was a vote in the affirmative
and so
declared. Yes ll6. No 18. The motion carried.
Moderator took a vote of the meeting whether to recess k'^ minutes for a lunch
break
or continue. It was voted to continue.
Moderator declared a ten minute recess
.
1:25 P.M. Meeting called to order.
Article 11-c, John Sherburne moved Article 11-c as read. Seconded by Charles Copeland,
John Williams moved to amend Section c by deleting the words "with the advice and
consent of the Freeses Pon Committee." Seconded by Joseph Stone.
Charles Copeland asked to delete only the words "and consent." John Williams and
Joseph Stone agreed. Vote taken on the amendment. It was a vote in the affirmative and
the amendment carried.
Alvin Upper moved an amendment to read "only twelve acres of property described in
paragraph a zoned commercial. " Seconded by Roger Hartgen. It was a vote in the affirm-
ative and the amendment carried.
Joseph Stone moved the question. It was a vote in the affirmative and so declared.
Main motion Article 11-c, as amended, put to vote.. It was a vote in the affirmative,
so declared and the motion carried.
Article 12 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000
for the purpose of surveying town owned properties. Approved by the Budget Committee.
John L. Sherburne moved to adopt Article 12 as read. Seconded by Robert Farr. It
was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Moderator again took the sense of the meeting to recess for lunch. A hand vote was
taken and it was voted to continue the meeting.
Article 13 . To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town charges
for the ensuing year, and make appropriations of the same.
John Williams moved that $575,000.00 be raised and appropriated to defray Town
charges for the ensuing year. Seconded by Mrs. Mary County.
Reginald Boucher moved to take up the budget section by section. Seconded by Ronald
Thomas. It was a vote in the negative and the motion did not carry.
Joseph Stone moved the question. It was a 2/3 vote in the affirmative, so declared
and the motion carried.
Main motion to raise and appropriate $575,000.00 put to vote. It was a vote in the
affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Article 1^4- . To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to hire money in antici-
pation of taxes.
John L. Sherburne moved the Article as read. Seconded by Jack Sullivan. It was a
vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Moderator declared a ten minute recess.
During the recess, the Moderator gave Joseph Brown permission to have a name drawn
for the raffle of one cord of wood to benefit the Community Center. Joseph Brown asked
Jonathan Hutchinson to draw a name. The winner was Mrs. Neil Maynard.
Meeting called to order.
Article 15 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to con-
tract for the sale of timber and other wood products from any Town Property but specific-
ally the properties known as McNeil Woods, Fife and Wells, and Chase lots. Cutting oper-
ations are to be managed by a forester hired and directed by the Selectmen, who shall be
reimb\arsed from the proceeds of timber and cordwood sales. All other revenues are to be
deposited to the Town general fund. ,
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John L. Sherburne moved the Article be adopted as read. Seconded by Charles Copeland.
Frederick McGarry moved an amendment to Article 15 as follows: "No timber operations
will be started until the report now being prepared by the Forestry Class from the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire has been completed and submitted to the Town. Before beginning
such operations, the Selectmen or their designee will take into consideration the recomm-
endations contained in the report and will follow them to the greatest extent possible."
Amendment seconded by Alvin Upper. It was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the
amendment carried.
Main motion, as amended, put to vote. It was a vote in the affirmative, so declared
and the motion carried.
Article l6 . To see if the Town will authorize the Selectr.en to sell the grave sites
in town owned cemeteries.
John L. Sherburne moved the adoption of Article l6 as read. Seconded by Joseph Brown.
It was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Article 17 . To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to dispose of the land
and any buildings thereon, acquired by Tax Collector's Deeds, in accordance with RSA 80:42
as follows:
a. Lot #16 on Mt. Delight Rd., formerly Caruso property.
b. Lot #58 on Griffin Rd., formerly Page property.
John L. Sherburne moved the adoption of Article I7 as read. Seconded by Charles.
Copeland. It was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Article 18 . To see if the Toim will authorize the Selectmen to dispose of the land
and buildings thereon formerly of Sidney Hackney Estate, acquired by Tax Collector's Deed
to the present occupant, Winifred Shattuck, for the sum of $1,672.11.
John L. Sherburne moved the Article as read. Seconded by John Williams. John
Sherburne and Roger King explained the Article. It was a vote in the affirmative, so
declared and the motion carried.
Article 19 . To see if the Town will vote to accept $300 from Eric and Linda Behre
for the care of Behre lot in the Old Center Cemetery.
John L. Sherburne moved the Article be adopted as read. Seconded by William Sanborn.
It was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Article 20 . To see if the Town will to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for,
accept and expend money from the State, Federal or another governmental unit or a private
source which becomes available during the year in accordance with the procedures set forth
in RSA 31:95-b.
John L. Sherburne moved the Article as read. Seconded by Louis Nephew.
Erick Berglund moved an amendment, after the vrord expend, to read "with the approval
of the Municipal Budget Committee." Amendment seconded by Alvin Upper. It was a vote in
the affirmative and the amendment carried. Motion, as amended, put to vote. It was a
vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Article 21 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
grant one or more franchises to opeiate a cable television system in this Town, said
authorization to encompass the setting of such conditions as the Board shall deem necess-
ary and appropriate, including the setting of subscription or ssrvice rates to citizens
and franchising fees to the Town, so long as they are not inconsistent with N.H. RSA
Chapter 53-c and the Rules and Regulations of the Federal Commimications Commission.
John L. Sherburne moved to adopt Article 21 as read. Seconded by Roger C. King.
It was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Article 22 . To see if the To\m will vote to go on record in support of the adoption
of a returnable container law for the State of New Hampshire. The record of the vote on
this article shall be forwarded by the Town Clerk to the members of the New Hampshire
General Court representing the Town. By Petition.
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Frederick McGarry moved Article 22 be adopted. Seconded by Joseph
Brown. It was a
vote in the affirmative, so declared and the motion carried.
Article 23 . To see if the Town will vote to establish the Town Forest In
accordance
with RSA 31-110 and designate the following Town -owned parcels as such:
Tax Map 2, Lot 11 - An 83 acre parcel off Mt. Delight Road (the Wells
lot)
Tax Map 8, Lot 131 - A 37-3 acre parcel off Ridge Road.
Tax Map h, Lot 70 - A 50 acre parcel on Blakes Hill Road (McNeil Park)
By Petition.
Frederick McGarry stated he wished to withdraw Article 23 put in by petition. Moder-
ator Mclntyre ruled "Your withdrawal is accepted.
"
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Conservation Commission to
manage the Town Forests in accordance with the provisions of RSA 31:112, Section 2 and
direct all proceeds accruing from the management of the Town Forests to be placed in a
Town Forest Trust Fund to be managed by said Commission and utilized for the management
of the Town Forests . The balance in the fund shall be allowed to accumulate from year to
year. "Expenditures from the Fund shall be made for management of the Town Forests and
acquisition of other land for the Town Forests." By Petition.
Moderator ruled Article "eik out of order.
Article 2$ . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Conservation Commission
to retain the unexpended portion of its 1982 appropriation, said funds to be placed in
the Conservation Fund in accordance with RSA 36-A:5." By Petition.
Frederick McGarry moved the adoption of Article 25 and stated the year should read
1983. Seconded by Joseph Brown. It was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the
motion carried.
Article 26 . To see if the Tov/n will vote to go on record in support of more string-
ent clean air legislation which would include provisions for the regulation of the long
range transport of pollutants, one of the major causes of acid rain which is harmful to
Deerfield's environment. The record of the vote on this article shall be forwarded by
the Town Clerk to the New Hampshire Congressional Delegation and to the President of the
United States. By Petition.
Joseph Brown moved the Article as read. Seconded by Frederick McGarry. Joseph Brown
spoke on acid rain. Moderator stated Mr. Brown had exceeded the time limit for a first
speaker. If no one else wished to speak he could have the floor again.
Louis Nephew moved the question. It was a vote in the affirmative and so declared.
Main motion put to vote. It was a vote in the affirmative, so declared and the
motion carried.
On the motion of Louis Nephew, seconded by Walter Markson, it was voted to adjourn
at 3:00 P.M.
A true record,
Attest: Ruth S. Sanborn
Town Clerk
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SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, JUNE 28, I963
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Deerfield in the County of Rockingham in said State,
qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Deerfield Town Hall in said Deerfield, on Tuesday,
the twenty-eighth day of June, next at seven thirty of the clock in the evening, to act
upon the following subject:
1. "To see if the Town of Deerfield will vote to pay to Gilbert H- Knowles of Epsom,
New Hampshire the sum of $3,000.00 (three thousand dollars) for a certain parcel of land
sittiated in Deerfield, County of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, described as follows:
With buildings thereon being located on the easterly side of the highway which leads from
Deerfield Parade to Nottingham Square
;
just West of Old Number Six Schoolhouse in said
Deerfield to the so-called Wheeler place, bounded and described as follows:
Westerly by the aforesaid highway, thence turning at a point opposite the highway to
Deerfield Parade and running in a general Easterly direction by a stone wall and the
so-called Fellman property, twenty -one (21) rods to a stone post marked with the letter
"C"i thence turning and running in a Southwesterly direction by an old barb wire fence
and said Fellman property ninety six (96) rods to a point; thence turning and running
in a general Southeasterly direction by said Fellman property and in part by said fence,
one hundred (100) rods to a stone set up in the swamp, at property now or formerly of
George W. Clark; thence turning and running in a general Southwesterly direction by said
land of Clark and in part by a stone wall, one hundred (100) rods to land formerly of
Charles E. Tilton; thence turning and running Northwesterly and then Southwesterly by
said Tilton 's land to the highway leading from Nottingham Square to Deerfield Parade;
then running in a general Northwesterly direction by said highway and certain small lots
belonging now or formerly to Eben Smith, Albert Anderson and Henry Walsh to the first
mentioned highway and the point of beginning.
Excepting and reserving that portion of the premises conveyed to John and Laurie Freeman
recorded in Volume 2003, Page 53 and to the Public Service Company of New Hampshire
recorded in Volume 213O, Page 15^.
This conveyance is subject to various easements and all other restrictions and convey-
ances out of record. Mr. Knowles believes and has represented to the Town that the parcel
contains one hvmdred (lOO) acres more or less. The Town has not verified this by survey ' ^'
and plans no survey.
If this article is accepted, the tract shall be permanently known as the Dowst-Cate Town
Forest and Park."
Given under our hands and seal, this 31st day of May, in the year of our Lord nine-
teen hundred and eighty -three.
John L. Sherburne
Robert B. Sanborn
Joanne F. Wasson
Selectmen
of
Deerfield
A true copy of Warrant -- Attest:
John L. Sherburne
Robert B. Sanborn
Joanne F. Wasson
Selectmen
of
Deerfield
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SPECIAL TO^'^N -IFETI^TH, JTjlMF 28, I983
Meeting called to ordei- by Moderator, James A. Mclnty.ve at 7:30 P-M.
Election officials present were the Board of Selectmen John L. Sherburne, Robert B.
Sanborn and Joanne F. Wasson, Moderator James A. Mclntyre, Town Clerk Ruth S. Sanborn
and Assistant Clerk Prlscilla S. Watts.
Moderator read the Warrant.
Article 1 . John L. Sherburne moved the Article as read. Seconded by Mis. Iiene
Shores. An abutter asked to be notified when a survey is done. Waj ren Billings, Jr.
asked the specific use of the land. Mr. Sherburne answered ecological area, natural
wildlife land, forest land and park land.
Joseph T- Brown asked how many acres does the Town own and how much land should the
Town own? Mr. Sherburne replied this would make around 400 acies the Town .'ould own.
Joseph Stone asked what was the recommendation of the Municipal Budget Committee?
Municipal Budget Committee voted in favor of the Article.
Warren Billings, Jr. asked what effect this will have on the tax rate? Mr. Sheiburne
answered little or no effect on the tax jate.
Article 1 put to vote. It was a unanimous vote in the affirmative and the Moderatoi-
so declared.
Meeting stood adjourned at 7:50 P.M.
A tiue record.
Attest:
Ruth S. Sanborn
Town Clerk
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OFFICERS OF THE DISTRICT
For the Year Ending June I983
MODERATOR
Jonathan Hutchinson
SCHOOL BOARD
Judith Bush
Thomas Foulkes
George Humphrey
Term Expires 1984
Term Expires I985
Term Expires I986
DISTRICT CLERK
Karen Fowler
AUDITOR
Joy A. Gelatt
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
George I. Blaisdell
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCH00I5
. Patsy Baugh
' PRINCIPAL
Peter Sweet
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF DEERFIELD, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN
DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District, on the 13th day of
March, 1984 at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3- To choose a member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5« To choose an Auditor for the ensuing year.
The polls are to open at 10:00 and will close not earlier than 7:00 o'clock P.M.
Given under our hands at said Deerfield this 23rd day of February 1984.
Judith Bush
George Humphrey
Thomas Foulkes
Deeifield School Board
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS I'F THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOW OF DEEPFIEID, QUALIFIED TO VOTE
IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District, on the 17th day of
March, I98U at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Boai-d to accept gifts
and donations on behalf of the School District.
2. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to accept and
expend on behalf of the District a sum of money not to exceed $15 kd6 00 to be obtained
from the Federal Government 01 other sources that may make such funds available to the
District; such funds to be used for the following areas;
Federal Nutrition Program- $9,986.00
. ; Handicapped Aid 3,000.00
Block Grant 2,500.00
$15, i+86. 00
provided that the School District will not be thereby required to raise any money by
local taxation in this or subsequent years as the result of such expenditure of
$15 ^86.00. (Budget Committee recommends approval.)
3- To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to apply for,
accept, and expend, without further action by the School District Meeting, money from
the state, federal, or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes avail-
able during the I98I4.-I985 school fiscal year, provided that such expenditure be made for
purposes for which a School District may appropriate money and that such expenditure n^t
require the expenditure of other School District funds. Further, that the School Board
hold a public hearing prior to accepting and spending such money and have the approval
of the Municipal Budget Committee.
^- To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate $23,^52.00 as a deficit
appropriation for high school tuition for the 1983-198^^ school fiscal year to be paid
to the School District prior to June 30, 198^^. (Budget Committee recommends approval.)
5. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate $13,000.00 for install-ation of a new heating system to change from electrical heat to a forced hot air by oilsystem for the I97O wing of the George B. White School. (Budget Committee recommends
approval.)
6. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate $1,800.00 to hire a
school/ community coordinator, previously funded from a private foundation. (Budget
Committee recommends approval.)
7. To see what sura of money the District will raise and appropriate for the supportschools for the payment of salaries and benefits for school district officials andagents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
8. To choose Agents and Committees in relation to any subjects embraced in the
WQ.ri*3.n"c
.
9- To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands at said Deerfield this 23rd day of February, 1984.
Judith Bush
George Hiomphrey
Thomas Foulkes
Deerfield School Board
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DEERFIEID SCHOOL DISTFICT COMPARATIVE BUDGET
Func-
tion
SECTION I
Purpose of Appropriation
Approved
Budget
1983 -8i^
School Board's
Budget
BUDGET (Xmi^:E.'.
Recommended
I98U-85
1000 INSTRUCTION
1100 Regular Programs
1200 Special Programs
1^4-00 Other Instructional Pi'ograms
2000.
2110
2120
2130
2190
2200
2210
2220
2290
2300
2310
2320
2390
2kQ0
2500
?:550
2300
ii-000
5000
5220
52i|0
1122
SUPPORT SERVICES
Attendance & Social Work
Guidance
Health
Other Pupil Seinrices
Instructional Staff Services
Improvement of Instruction
Educational Media
Other Support Service
General Administration
All Other Objects
351 S.A.U. Management Serv.
- Other. Gen. Adm. Services
School Administration Services
Business Services
Operation & Maint. of Plant
. Pupil Transportation
Other Support Services
FACILITIES ACQUISITIONS & CONST.
OTHER OUTLAYS
To Federal Projects Funds
To, Food Service Fund
Deficit Appropriation
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
SECTION II
Revenues & Credits Available
To Reduce School Taxes
i^98,706.00
108,049.00
2.000.00
5.00
7,996.20
5,925.00
300.00
1,700.00
8,067.00
1,100,00
4,1+05.00
37,606.69
250.00
42,371.00
65,361.00
73,600.00
51,490.00
10.00
9,500.00
27,958.00
946,399.89
609,504.00
133,908.00
2,150.00
5.00
9,196.00
6,773.00
300.00
3,700.00
7,887.00
1,100.00
6,520.00
46,042.61
250.00
47,655.00
75,095.00
70,452.00
65,445.00
10.00
5,500.00
30,232.00
23,452.00
1,145,176.61
609,504.00
133,908.00
' 2,150.00
5.00
9,196.00
6,773.00
300.00
3,700.00
7,887.00
1,100.00
6,520.00
46, 042. 61
250,00
47,655.00
75,095.00
70,452.00
65,445.00
10.00
5,500.00
30,232.00
23,452.00
1,145,176.61
770
3120
3130
3210
3?40
Revised
Revenues
1983-84
Unreserved Fund Balance 33,025.48
Sweepstakes 7, 364 . 47
Incentive Aid 60.92
School Building Aid 762.84
Handicapped Aid 28,405.95
Other - Catastrophic Aid 1,230.13
Child -Nutrition Program 7,000.00
Handicapped Program 7,500.00
Other - Mott Grant 2,000.00
Earnings on Investments 395.00
Manchester Transp. 4,950.00
Lunch Receipts 20,958.00
'i^otal school revenues & credits 113,652.79
District assessment 832,747.10
'.'?OTAL revenues & DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 9^6,399.89
Estimated Revenuec
School Boaid '
s
Budget
Budget Committee;
1984-85 1984 -85
4450
4470
1500
1700
7,341.93
762.00
28,405.95
2,838.00
9,986.00
5,500.00
-0-
395.00
4,700.00
20,246.00
80,174.88
1,065,001.73
1,145,176.61
7,34l.9i
762 . 00
28,405.9:^
2,838.0c
9,986.00
5,500.00
-0-
395.00
4,700.00
20, 246.0
80,174.8"5
1,065,001. 75
1,145, 176.' -V
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STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year Ending June 1983
INSTRUCTION (Elementary)
Regular Education Programs
Special Education Programs
Other Instructional Programs
SUPPORTED SERVICES
Guidance
Health
Other Pupils
INSTRUCTIONAL
Improvement of Instruction
Educational Media
Other Instructional Staff
GENERAL ADMINSTRATION
School Board
Office of the Superintendent
Other General Administration
School Administration
BUSINESS
Operation & Maint. & Plant
Pupil Transportation
Other Supporting Services
FUNCTION
INSTRUCTION
Regular Education Programs
Special Education Programs
FEDERAL PROJECTS
INSTRUCTION (Elementary)
Regular Education Progreims
BUSINESS
Operation & Maint. & Plant
41,761.11
2,991-38
8,532.17
6,364.78
15.76
2,692.50
8,610.59
972.89
6,268.04
35,597.00
145.25
47,217.78
56,972.94
59,051.37
59.42
228,876.22
22,940.39
1,800.00
10,000.00
INSTRUCTION (Middle/Junior High)
Regular Education Programs 1,191.47
FOOD SERVICE
BUSINESS
Elementary 21,653-63
$851,511.10
RECONCILIATION OF REVENUES AND GROSS RECEIPTS
$837,249.64
REVENUES
Total Revenues
ADDITIONS
Refunds of Current Year
Expenditures $6,4l6.66
BAIANCES AT JULY 1, 1982
Intergovernmenta
1
Receivables 12,019-06
TOTAL ADDITIONS
DEI£TIONS
Balances at June 30, I983
Intergovernmental
Receivables 9,423.77
Other Receivables 207.3O
TOTAL DELETIONS
TOTAL GROSS RECEIPTS
CASH AND INVESTMENT BAIANCE
GRAND TOTAL
18,435.72
9,631.07
$846,054.29
47,421.69
$893,475.98
EXPENDITURES AND GROSS DISBURSEMENTS
EXPENDITURES
Total Expenditures
ADDITIONS
Refunds of Current
Year 6,4l6.66
BAIANCES AT JULY 1, 1982
Contracts Payable 17,655.52
$851,511.10
LESS PREPAID EXPENSE
(180)
TOTAL ADDITIONS
(700.00)
$ 23,372.18
DELETIONS
BALANCES AT JUNE 30,
Intergovernmental
Payables
Other Payables
Prepaid Expenses
TOTAL DELETIONS
TOTAL GROSS DISBURSEMENTS
CASH & INVESTMENT BAIANCE,
JUNE 30, 1983
GRAND TOTAL
1983
1,873.05
26,600.10
(736.98)
27,736.17
$847,147-11
46,328.87
$893,475-98
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STATEMEailT OF REVENUES
For the Fiscal Year Ending June 20, I983
REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES
Current Appropriation $758,181-00
TRAATSPORTATION FEES
Earnings on In-
vestment
Pupil Activities
Food Service
$ 6,427.11
4,200.00
11,182.96
OTHER REVENUES FROM LOCAL SOURCES
Contributions &
Donations 411.33
Other Local Revenue 8,185.32
REl^ENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
Sweepstakes 7, 104.20
Building Aid 746-52
Handicapped Aid 26,508.87
Catastrophic Aid 1,465.86
TOTAL REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
FEDERAL REVENUE
Restricted Grants
-
In-Aid 5,000.00
Child Nutrition
Programs 6 , 645 •00
Elementary (Secondary
(Educ. Prog.) 1,191.47
TOTAL FEDERAL REVENUE
21,810.07
8,596.65
35,825.45
12,836.47
$837,249-64
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
For Fiscal Year July 1, I982 to June 20,1983
Cash on Hand July 1, I982
RECEIVED FROM:
Selectmen $758, 181 . 00
REVENUE FROM:
State Sources " 43,754.23
Federal Soiirces 6, 483.14
Received as Income
From Trust Funds 411.33
Received From All
Other Sources 37,224.59
TOTAL RECEIPTS
$ 47,421.69
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR
FISCAL YEAR
I^SS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, I983
$846,054.29
$893,475.98
847,147.11
$ 46,328.87
Cynthia E. Tomilson
District Treasvirer
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that I have examined the
books, vouchers, bank statements and other
financial records of the treasurer of the
school district of Deerfield of which the
report is a true summary for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1983 and find them correct
in all respects.
Joy A; Gelatt
Auditor
STATISTICAL REPORT
YEAR
1979-1980
I98O-I98I
1981-1982
1982-1983
ANNUAL SCHOOL NURSE TEACHER REPORT
1. Routine testing of all students grades 1-8. This includes heights, weights, oral
exam, vision exam, hearing exam.
2. Pediculosis checks on all students (the first day of school - and repeatedly
thereafter.)
3. Classes on female maturation to girls, grades 5 and 6.
h. Classes on male maturation to boys, grades 5 and 6.
5' Nutrition and smoking education to grades 1-6.
6. Alcohol and drug abuse education, grades 3-8«
7. Smoking education, grades 3-8'
8. V.D. education.
9. Routine First Aid.
10. Consultation with principal and/or faculty members regarding students.
11. Conferences with parents regarding students and their health needs.
12. Referral of some students to various health agencies/and or/ to specialists.
13' Counseling staff members regarding their' health.
Ik. Arranging immunization clinic.
15
.
Arranging athletic physicals
.
16. Nutrition counseling of obese students (cohesively working with student and family.)
17- Updating student medical records, letter writing, and obtaining reference materials
for students engaged in health related research projects.
Dorris B. Grace R.N.
School Nurse -Teacher
SUPERINTENDENT'S SALARY ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
1982-1983 1982-1983
lAllenstown $ 7,038-90 Allenstown $ i^, 9^7- 37
! Chichester 3,1^92.72 Chichester 2,1+5^-90
Deerfield 6,219-18 Deerfield 1^,371.23
I Epsom ^,953-96 Epsom 3,481-95
Pembroke 13,933 -2^- Pembroke 9,79^-55
I $35,640.00 $25,050.00
I
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TEACHERS
GEORGE B. WHITE PROFESSIONAL STAFF
1983-196^
GRADE SUBJECT 1983-84 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Sweet, Peter
Yergeau, Paul
Arizigian, Diane
Benton, Mary
Burgess^ Sylvia
Dickson, John
Fortin, Barbara
Jacobson, Paula
Kerper, Richard
Kimball, Cheryl
Ladd, Nancy
McCann, Deborah
Menard, Gladys
Miller, Jane
Nichols, Patricia
Ocenasek, Trudi
Ryan, Ann
Shute, Nancy
Turnquist, Bruce
Williams, Brenda
Woolf, Althea
Yergeau, Paul
V/inslow, Jane
Principal
I
J
II
SCHOOL BOARD REPORT
This past school year has been a year of positive growth for the Deerfield School
District. Determining growth can be difficult to ascertain in public school situations.
Due to our involvement with the four -day school week concept^ we have been able to very
clearly measure growth and see results.
First, and most improtant, student achievement is positive, and for that we have
proof - standardized achievement test scores are consistantly above the national average,
and our growth trend is upward. These scores are only concrete proof of the remarkable
efforts that the staff have given to curriculum development, the setting of yearly and
long range goals and the development of many academic program improvements.
Second, when we look at budgetary issues, we can see clearly the effect of our four-
day schediole in substantial money savings through energy conservation. To quote the
82-83 Four-Day Week Report, we did indeed have:
- a 10^ savings on custodial salaries
- a 20^ savings on bus driver salaries
- a 20^ savings on gas needed for buses
- an 8^ decrease in kilowatt hours used
Third, attitudes of students, staff and community members are positive. FOCUS has
brought enthusiasm and spirit to continued efforts to support the concept that the G. B.
White School is a school for all the commiJnity. Adult education programs, the new tennis
court, FOCUS sponsored activities^ the increasing niunber of volunteers in the school on
a regular basis and Friday activities are all signs of positive attitudes regarding our
school system.
A special thanks to Peter Sweet, the staff at G. B. White, FOCUS members, and to you,
the citizens of Deerfield.
Judith Bush^ Chairperson
Deerfield School Board
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
To the citizens of the Deerfield School District, I respectfully submit my annual
report as the Principal of the George B. White School.
We are fortunate this year to have the following people as new members of our staff:
Sylvia Burgess is the new second grade teacher, Deborah McCann is the Physical Education
Instructor, Jane Winslow has joined us as the School Nurse, Bob Miller is the Lunchroom
Supervisor and Bill Fowler is our Maintenance Supervisor.
We were xinfortunate to lose two members of our staff this year. Mrs. Ramona Stevens,
our Readiness teacher, retired after serving the Deerfield School District for twenty-six
years. Those of us fortunate enough to have worked with Mona, or to have been a student
of hers, will long benefit from having known her. We were all saddened last April by
the death of our custodian, and good friend, Phil Winn.
The test results for Deerfield students in all grades (1-8) met or surpassed national
norms in reading, science and social studies. This trend was also true for all grades
except the seventh in math and on the complete battery. It shouJ.d be noted that in many
cases our students' performance surpassed national norms by a substantial amount.
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In addition to positive test results, the parents of our students gave a positive
assessment of their child's performance in school. Eighty-six percent of the parents
rated their child's performance as excellent or good^ and only two percent gave a rating
of poor. Also, it should be noted that ninety percent of oxxr parents preferred the four-
day week calendar versus the traditional school calendar.
FOCUS has had a very productive year J They continued to offer an Adult Education
Program for Deerfield residents^ they published a monthly community newsletter, the Comm-
lonicator, and they raised the funds to build an All Purpose Court for Deerfield citizens.
I would like to congratulate the members of FOCUS for the contributions they have made
both to the school and the community. A special thanks to: Mary Benton, Sue Sherburne^
Paula Amazeen, Carol Lobdell, Elsie Brown, Geraldine Mathews, Diana Marquis, Eal Stevens,
Jane Miller, Patrick Cassier, Charlie Day, Annie Barnes, Evelyn Cronyn, Mary Ellen Carter,
Mary County, Christina Campbell, Fran Menard Rachael Bloomfield, Mona Stevens and Mary
Maloney for their efforts and accomplishments.
Due to John Dickson's efforts, the children in Deerfield for the first time had the
opportunity to take courses during the summer this year. For the last two weeks in July
children attended courses in French, Pre -Algebra, Typing, Computers (Logo and Basic),
Math, Experimental Education with Science, Basketball, Soccer and Photography.
This year we have initiated a program to emphasize to the children the importance of
reading for enjoyment. After reviewing statistics on the average number of books read
by adults and children annually, and considering the population of Deerfield, we have
sso as our goal 10,000 books. Representatives from the community and school met to dis-
cuss the initiation and operation of this program. The acronym R.E.A.D (Reading Enriches
All of Deerfield) was adopted and a sign was constructed for the outside of the school
to indicate the number of books being read. All citizens of Deerfield have been encour-
aged to participate in the reading challenge. I would like to thank the following people
for organizing this project: Mary Benton, Joan Bilodeau, Dot Brandon, Joe Brown, Elsie
Brown, Mary Ellen Carter, Evelyn Cronyn, and Suzie Sherburne. I'd like to also thank the
Blue Bowl Store, The Deerfield Market, True Value Hadware and the town library for allow-
ing us to use their facilities to distribute and collect the reading slips. When our
goal is reached we plan to have a celebration for all those who participated.
The teachers of grades five through eight have initiated some major changes to better
prepare their students. Students are now being taught Study Skills as an on -going part
of their curriculum. Also, in addition to their five major subjects, reading. Math,
Language Arts, Science and Social Studies, the students in grades seven and eight now
have the opportunity to take the following coarses: Architectual Draidng, Computer I and
II; Public Speaking, French, German, Spanish, Algebra, Woodworking, Sewing, Art, Calig-
raphy, Arts and Crafts, Law, Economics, Typing, Music, History of Rock and Roll, Physi-
cal Education, Adventure, Cross -Country Skiing, Newspaper/Yearbook, Community Service
and Food Ifenagement.
For 1982-83 we have been very fortunate to have so many citizens willing to become
involved in their school. I would like to give a special thanks to Mary Ellen Carter,
School Volunteer Coordinator, and Sue Sherlnirne, School/community Coordinator for all
their time and effort they have given to the betterment of our school. Also, on behalf
of tLe students and staff of Deerfield, I would like to express our appreciation to the
folj.owing individuals for volunteering in 1982-83: Michelle Ackerson, Ron Alie, Maxine
Arnold, Sarah Assante^ Linda Bandecchi, Annie Barnes, Para Barnum, Michelle Bauer, Kathy
E'~:rgluiid, Joan Bilodeau, Rachel Bloomfield, Catherine Blye, Wina Bonnell, Connie Boucher,
Do-G Brandon, Rose Breton, Janice Brinkler, Vercna Brinkler, Paul Buffin,'3ton, Judy Bush,
L.nda Butler, Mai Cameron, Bernie Cameron, Jiidy CapsHe, Bill Carrozza, Vic Carrozza,
P<-'.t Ce.bsier, Don Chandler, Helen Chicchetto, Judy Clark, Mona Clock, Alberta Cole, Arthur
Connolly, Nancy Copeland, Elizabeth Carens, Susan Corrigan, Nanette Coulter, Jim County,
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Mary County, Evelyn Cronyn, Donna D'Agnese^ Barbara Daley, Charlie Day, Paul Dewey, Joe
Bubiansky, Mavireen Dubiansky, Linda Dustin, Cheryl Emery, Pat Fisher, Marilyn Forbes,
Roger Foley, Bill Fowler, Karen Fowler, Doc French, Warren Guinan, Susan Hanson, Judy
partgen, Roger Hartgen, Eve Hazen, Linda Hoffman, Kathy Humes, Marty Humphrey, Paul Hussey,
Phyllis Hussey, Rebecca Hutchinson, Robin Jodoin, Bob Jones, Carol Jones, Judy King,
Marty King, Peg King, Pat Knowlton, Carol Kuczewski, Dennis Kuczewski, Jan LaDuke, Dick
Lee, Mickey Leiby, Carol Lobdell, Charles Lobdell, Howard Maley, Sylvia Maley, Sigrid
Marble, Diana Marquis, Barbara Matthews, Paula McCoy, Tom McCoy, Kevin MacDonald, Penny
McGarry, Fran Menard, Linda Meyer, Suzanne Miller, Ruth Mills, Richard Moore, Martha
O'Connell, Lillian Oczykowski, Doris O'Gara, Dolores O'Neal, Paul O'Neal, Kathryn Palmer,
Jim Palmeri, Sue Palraeri, Faye Pence, Terry Penny, Karen Perron, Clarissa Peirce, Linda
Piwowarczyk, Connie Poisson, Louise Richardson, Gloria Kiel, Dot Ross, Carla Schou,
Jack Sherburne, Kathy Shigo, Roberta Simoneau, Martha Smith, Marion Smith, Martha South-
mayd, Louise Spear, Carol St. Clair, Brenda Stevens, Pearl Stevens, Barbara Sullivan,
Jack Sullivan, Denise Tessier, Cindy Tomilson, Carol Tordoff , Elaine Tremblay, Linda
Triincelitto, Lorraine Twombly, Mary Van der Ploeg, Bill Wagner^ Francine Walker, Vicki
Wentzell, Karen Widmer, Skip Widmer, Karen Wilkins, Christine Williams, Jane Winslow,
Jeanette Winslow, Waddy Winslow, Pauline Witham, Janet Woodritff , Allen Young and Pat
Young.
I would be remiss if I did not give the greatest share of the credit for this fine
school to the excellent staff. They are truly qualified, caring and dedicated individ-
uals. We are blessed to have them working in Deerfield
In conclusion, I would like to express my gratitude to George Blaisdell, Superinten-
dent of Schools, and his entire staff at S.A.U. #53j the School Board, Judy Bush, George
Humphrey and Tom Foulkes, for their devotion and giving of themselves for the children
of Deerfield; and to the citizens of Deerfield for supporting your school system.
Peter J. Sweet
Principal
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
A great deal of public attention has recently been given to a report prepared by the
National Commission on Excellence in Education entitled, "A Nation At Risk. " That docu-
ment reported powerfully that "The educational foundations of our society are presently
being eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity." It vont on to say that, "Our society and
its educational institutions seem to have lost sight of the basic purposes of schooling,
and of the high expectations and disciplined effort needed to attain them. " While most
of the report addressed itself to high school programs and stuc^ents, there were several
findings and recommendations about elementary and middle grade programs and practices.
As those of us responsible for the adniinistration of the Deerfiald School District
compared the situation within the George B. White School with the findings and recommen-
daMons of "A Nation At Risk" it became apparent that our students and teachers are dem-
onstrating better performance than many of their counterparts. As ve completed our
second year of the four day week, our students' achievement levels in national achieve-
ment tests increased. Virtually all of our classes are scoring above national averages
on the Stanford Achievement Test which measures student anhievoirent and performance.
Credit for these gains belongs to the staff who brought them about end the students who
achieved them. Oxir continuing cvirriculum improvement efforts are working. The curricu-
lum planning efforts which I described to you in my report last year continue to improve
and are accumulating results to demonstrate that improvement. At a time when national
trends show declining student achievement, increased student and staff absenteeism, and
poor staff morale, it is a pleasure to report exactly ihe oppc^ite of those trends for
ovir students and staff.
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We have continued to work cooperatively with staff from the State Department of Edu-
cation in evaluating our performance under the four day week. The Commissioner of Educa-
tion and members of his staff recommended to the State Board of Education that we be
allowed to continue the experiment for a third year. As of this writing^ Mr. Sweet and
I are working with the Commissioner to attempt to bring about a longer terra waiver of the
state requirement of a 160 day school year so that we can study our results over a longer
period of time.
The district experienced its first out of district, private^ residential special
education placement during this year. We continue to make every effort to supply the
special education services, needed by some children and required by law, within the
school district. The special education staff has done very well in this regard.
The SAU central office has made several improvements in its financial management
practices. Assistant Superintendent of Schools Patsy Baugh did an excellent job of
formalizing and writing a "Business Practices lyfenual" which clearly outlines all proce-
dures relative to the district's finances. This decreases the likelihood of error and
means that staff and accounts are paid promptly and accurately.
Community involvement in the life of the school is important and continues to be ex-
cellent. Large numbers of you volunteer time and services to the school. Many of you now
attend Adult Education classes, held during the evening. Vlkny of you support the efforts
of FOCUS, an organization representing all segments of Deerfield's population. Your
interest in what our school does and your continued support for our students and staff
play a significant part in what I believe is a successful school program.
George I. Blaisdell
Superintendent of Schools
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DEERFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICT ANNUAL MEETING
Saturday, March 12, 1983; Deerfield Town Hall - Business Meeting
The meeting was called to order at 10:02 a.m. by Moderator James A. Mclntyre.
The Moderator introduced the following persons: Mr. George Blaisdell, Superintendent
of Supervisory Union #53, Mrs. Patsy Baugh, Assistant Superintendent of Supervisory Union
#53; Mr. Peter Sweet, Principal, G. B. White School, Mrs. Judith Bush, Mr. Thomas Foulkes
and Mr. George Humphrey, members of the School Board; Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson, Assistant
Moderator; Mrs. Karen A. Fowler, Clerk; Mrs. Paul Amazeen, Assistant Clerk.
The Moderator turned the meeting over to the Assistant Moderator, Jonathan Hutchinson,
explaining that Mr. Hutchinson had completed Moderator's school and was q;ialified to run
the meeting. Mr. Mclntyre woxild assume an advisory position.
A voice vote in the affirmative allowed non-voters to address the meeting if they so
desired.
George Humphrey announced that forthwith extraordinary volunteers would be recognized
for their dedication to the school. Mr. Sweet made the: first two presentations of this
award to Mrs. Mary Van der Ploeg and Doc French. A plaque bearing their names and their
successors will be hung in the school.
Mr. Humphrey also read a list of donations to the school. Donors are Alberta and
lynda Johnson, Robin Talkowski, Mr. and Mrs. Fred McGarry, Sr., Paula Jacobson, John and
Kay Williams, Kelly Behre Fund, Deborah Merrill Fvind and the Deerfield Education Associa-
tion.
.
Mr. Humphrey and Mr. Sweet presented an overview of the four day school week. Pre-
pared reports are available to the public at the school. This report documents all phases
of the four day week.
The Assistant Moderator listed the rules for the meeting: Robert's Rules, as modified
by the Moderator; no smoking except in designated areas; non-voters to sit in designated
area, no more than two amendments to any warrant article. On motions, when discussion
has begun, the IVfeiker will speak first, then others may raise their hands and wait to be
recognized. Speakers will be allowed three minutes.
The Moderator read the Warrant : .
ARTICLE 1 « To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to accept
gifts and donations on behalf of the School District.
Mr. George Humphrey moved the article be accepted as read; seconded by Nancy Guyette.
It was a voice vote in the affirmative and the motion was declared carried.
ARTICLE 2 . To see if the District will vote^ to authorize the School Board to accept
and expend on behalf of the District a sum of money not to exceed $7,500.00 to be obtain-
ed from the Federal Government or other sources that may make such funds available to
the District; such funds to be used for the following areas:
Block Grant $2,500.00
PL 89-313 5,000.00
$7,500.00
provided that the School District will not be thereby required to raise any money by local
tajcation in this or subsequent years as the result of such expenditure, of $7,500.00.
Mr. Humphrey moved the article be accepted as read; seconded by Wedsworth Winslow, Jr.
It was a voice vote in the affirmative and the motion was declared carried.
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AfiTICLE 3 . To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to apply
for, accept, and expend, without further action by the School District Meeting, money
from the state, federal, or other government unit or a private source which becomes avail-
able during the 1963 198k school fiscal year, provided that such expenditure be made for
purposes for which a School District may appropriate money and that such expenditure not
require the expenditure of other School District funds . Further, that the School Board
hold a public hearing prior to accepting and spending such money and have the approval of
the Municipal Budget Committee.
Mr. Humphrey moved the article be accepted as read; seconded by Nancy Guyette. It was
a voice vote in the affirmative and the motion was declared carried.
ARTICLE 4 . To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$276,976.90 to fund all cost items relating to teachers ' salaries and benefits for the
1983-198^ school fiscal year, $36,368.64 of such sum representing additional costs attri-
butable to the latest collective bargaining agreement entered into by the School Board
and the Deerfield Teachers Association.
George Humphrey, as point of order, stated that the amount shown in the article should
be changed from $276,976.90 to $289,707.60 and moved the article; seconded by Nancy
Guyette. Mr. Humphrey explained that the error was reflected only in the warrant and
that the increase was related to cost items in the teachers ' salaries . It was a voice
vote in the affirmative and the motion was declared carried.
ARTICLE 3 - To see if the School District will vote to adopt and approve the cost
items as set forth in the latest collective bargaining agreement with the Deerfield
Teachers Association for the 1984-1985 school fiscal year.
Mr. Humphrey moved the article be accepted as read; seconded by Wadsworth Winslow, Jr.
Winfred Hutchinson made a motion that the increase for teachers ' salaries should not
exceed five percent in".the second year. The Moderator ruled the motion out of order and
sought an appeal from the meeting. Mr. Blaisdell explained that the School Board needs '
the authorization to negotiate in good faith with the teachers. Mr. Mclntyre read a
letter from counsels, Soule, Leslie, Bronstein and Zelin, concerning the article. The
letter stated: "If the school district meeting should disapprove any of the cost items
inclvided in the Collective Bargaining Agreement, then the Collective Bargaining Agree-
ment may be reopened by either party." "Isolating the cost items resulting from Collec-
tive Bargaining Agreements results in the School Board and the Collective Bargaining
Unit knowing precisely what action the school district meeting has taken on cost items
relating to the Collective Bargaining Agreement." Robert Sanborn moved the question.
It was a voice vote in the affirmative to stop debate. The Moderator made clear that
what the meeting would be deciding was whether or not the meeting would consider specif-
ic terms of the contract or only the funding for the contract. A voice vote in the
affirmative would sustain the Moderator's out of order ruling. It was a voice vote in
the affirmative thus allowing only the funding to be considered. Mr. Foulkes, School
Board member, reiterates that what the School Board wants is support from the meeting
for their negotiations with the teachers. Mrs. Martha Humphrey moved the question;
seconded by Wadsworth Winslow, Jr. It was a voice vote in the affiraative to stop
debate. It was a voice vote in the affirmative and Article 5 was declared carried.
The meeting recessed for fifteen minutes and resumed at 11:20 a.m.
ARTICLE 6 . To see what sum of money the District will raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the payment of salaries and benefits for school district . .
officials and agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
John Williams moved the article using the bottom line figure of $9^6,399.89 as
recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee; seconded by Jonathan Winslow. Mr. Williams,
member of the MBC, explained that this figure reflected a $25,000.00 decrease in the
area of high school tuition. Mr. Humphrey stated that the School Board concurred with
that figvire, however, if that item goes over budget, the School Board would come back
to the MBC rather than trying to find the funds elsewhere in the budget.
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Under discussion of the budget, Mrs. Sue Palmeri made a motion to amend Section 110-
563 - tuition to other districts - to reflect the $25,000.00 the School Board had asked
for, thus the figure would change from $2^^1,630.00 to 266,630.00. Mr. Warren Billings
reminded the meeting that the School Board had concurred with the Municipal Budget Coram*
ittee. Mr. Joe Stone stated that the cut could not hurt the School Board as a special
meeting could always be called if necessary. Rebecca Hutchinson moved the question;
seconded by Nancy Guyette. It was a voice vote in the affirmative to stop debate. It
was a voice vote in the negative and the amendment was declared defeated.
Mrs. Martha Humphrey asked for a sense of the meeting as to whether the budget would
be taken up line by line or the bottom line figiu-e.
Mr. Warren Billings asked for an explanation of increased costs in the Special Educa-
tion section.
A show of hands indicated that the bottom line figure would be considered with the
exception of the Special Education section.
Mr. Blaisdell stated that at the present time there are 30 students at G. B. White
School who require, a Special Education staff, 10 high school students and one student
who is in a 2k hour a day program. This one student is mandated by the State and Fed-
eral governments which say that if you must provide other services in order to obtain
education then you must provide these services. Mr. Blaisdell stated that all the al-
ternatives for this student had been explored.
In answer to Mr. Fred McGarry's inquiry on the amount of state aid we receive for
such education, Mr. Humphrey stated that $25,000.00 is received for Handicapped Aid,
$2838.00 for Catastrophic Aid and Federal Handicapped Aid amounts to $7500.00. Mr.
McGarry made a motion to direct the representatives to the State legislature to work to
increase the Special Education monies to cities and towns; seconded by Alvin Upper. Mr.
Stone read excerpts from a letter drafted by the Municipal Budget Committee to Governor
John Sununu. He continued from the letter: "Special Education cases mandated by the
Court System or the Welfare Department should be funded in its entirety by the State
when either of the above rule the child must be educated 2k hours a day, it must be rec-
ognized that a small percentage of the annual cost is attributable to actual education
of the youngster." Also contained in the letter: "Presently when the Courts or Welfare
Department place a child in a foster home in a community, the State pays a small weekly
stipend for the room and board of the child to the foster parent. The receiving commun-
ity is now responsible for the cost of educating this youngster. If the individual is
of high school age, and if the community does not have its own high school, then the
child must be tuitioned at the commionity's expense to a receiving high school. On top
of this they must also provide for transportation. Thus the State should be made respon-
sible for the total costs rather than the taxpayers of the community paying through
property taxes with no input as to why this individual was placed in the community as a
foster child." "Finally, the State must do away with the requirement that all Special
Education youngsters must be transported door to door. We strongly feel there are cases
where this requirement mixst be met, i.e. crippled, blind, deaf and mentally retarded
individuals, but to have to say that all must be is not appropriate. School Boards
should have the right to decide who gets transported this way "
Mrs. Mary Kelley made a motion to support the MBC letter. Mr. McGarry concurred and
withdrew his previous motion. He then made a motion to have the meeting support the
MBC letter to Governor Sununu and the State legislature; seconded by Alvin Upper, having
withdrawn his second on Mr. McGarry's previous motion. It was a vote in the affirmative
and the motion was declared carried. It was a voice vote in the affirmative and the
motion for total appropriations of $9^,399.89 was declared carried.
ARTICLE 7 ' To choose Agents and Committees in relation to any subjects embraced in
the Warrant.
Mr. Humphrey moved that Article 7 be stricken from the Warrant; seconded by Nancy
Guyette
.
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ARTICLE 8 . To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Mr. Humphrey moved the article be accepted as read; seconded by Nancy Guyette. A
discussion on the time of the district meeting brought the consensus that Saturday
mornings were fine.
vriLnfred Hutchinson offered a resolution instructing elected officials for both school
district and budget committee to make every attempt to restrict growth of the school
budget based on the rate of inflation versus the rate of growth formula. The resolution
was rolled out of order.
Mr. Robert Sanborn moved to adjourn the meeting; seconded by Nancy Guyette. It was
a voice vote in the affirmative.
The meeting was delared adjourned at 12:15 p.m.
Karen A. Fowler
Clerk
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Date of Marriage
Feb. 1^, 1983
Apr. 22, 1983
Apr. 30, 1983
Apr. 30, 1983
May 7, 1983
May 28, I983
June 11, 1983
Jme 11, 1983
Jime 11, 1983
June 18, 1983
Aug. 13, 1983
Aug. 20, 1983
Aug. 20, 1983
Sept. 23, 1983
Oct. 1, 1983
Oct. 8, 1983.
Oct. 15, 1983
Oct. 15, 1983
Oct. 22, 1983
Nov. 21, 1983
Dec. 31, 1983
MARRIAGES REGISTERED IW THE TOWN OF DEEEFIELD, N.H.
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 3I, I983
Name of Groom
and Bride
Michael G. Valliere
Laurie M. Leiby
Benjamin A. Wyman
Dolores M, Wyman
William R. Call, Jr.
Jean E. Felker
Thomas G. Simpson
Betty Anderson
Ralph Albert Finkelstein
Megan Elizabeth McDuffee
Scott G. Burklund
Meridith A. Winslow
Donald E. Averell, Jr.
Pamela S. Ellis
Barry Demeo
Susan Ellen Cash
Kevin J. Fisher
Barbara A. Croft
Steven L. Guptill
Michelle L- Rollins
Harry William Butler
LLlla Marion Palmer
Warren D- Billings, III
Cynthia G. Garner
Terrance R. Higgins
Sheila Anne Fennessy
Kevin R. Chalbeck
Brenda D. Gardner
Robert J. Frasier
Maryanne Murphy
Peter F. Menard
Anne K. Burnett
Gaston R. Lauzier
Lydia A. Alexander
Richard I. poole
Aloysia E. Hiekey
Arthur q. Papageorge
Diana K. Sopa
Paul E. Campelia
Deborah J. Homes
Bruce A. Rollins
Susanne I. Corrigan
Residence at
Time of Marriage
Manchester
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Washington, D. C-
Arlington, Va.
Barrington
Deerfield
Deerfield
Nashua
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Northwood
DeerfieM
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Candia
Deerfield
Deerfield
Manchester
Deerfield
Northwood
Manchester
Deerfield
Hudson
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
Deerfield
I hereby certify that the above return is correct according to the best of my
kn'iwledge and belief.
Ruth s. Saab«cn,
Town Clerk
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